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 abStract
 

Today’s society is more connected than ever; we 
have constant access to information, to communi-
cation, and to various forms of social media. Ubiq-
uitous mobile computing has significantly changed 
the public realm in a way that cannot be ignored. 
Socializing no longer relies on face-to-face interac-
tion, and instead, vast quantities of people’s social 
lives unfold online via virtual platforms such as 
Facebook, WeChat, or Instagram. These virtual 
spaces have joined parks, plazas, and streets as 
spaces of public communication and interaction. 
However, these spaces create new questions of pri-
vatization and segregation, and may erode the public 
sphere as much as they extend it. Online discourse 
can be controlled and customized, allowing citizens 
to voluntarily segregate themselves with people to 
whom they are similar. This thesis suggests that 
physical public space needs to function as spaces 
that bring people of difference together: a role that 
is crucial to the health of our multicultural me-
tropolises. Spacebook: Networked Public Places in 
the Personalized Metropolis embraces information 
technologies as public resources, and suggests a set 

of urban public space interventions that use interac-
tive and sentient technologies to locate the network 
in physical spaces. As an attempt to counteract the 
segregation and privatization of the public sphere, 
these new spaces encourage greater user participa-
tion and agency in public space.
 In this research, two components of the 
public sphere were examined: virtual networks 
and physical public spaces. Physical public spaces 
were discovered as having been privatized through 
a number of policies of ownership and regulation. 
Virtual social networks were examined at two 
scales. The first explores these networks at the 
scale of the individual; in an attempt to under-
stand the spatial implications of social networks, 
the second part explores the networks at the scale 
of the metropolis. This research proposes that we 
have produced a new condition, where the city 
is augmented and expanded by the individual’s 
networks, forming a personalized metropolis.
 Spacebook proposes a set of public spaces, 
called Networked Public Places (NPPs), which 
localize the global networks, and turn them into an 
interactive collective experience. NPPs are a set of 
interfaces operating at the border between online 
and physical public spaces. NPPs do not complete-
ly transform the public realm, but instead offer 
provocations for a way that architecture and infor-
mation technologies can come together to benefit 
the public sphere. By embracing information as a 
public resource and asking what should (and can) 
be shared, Spacebook suggests a beginning of a 
more participatory and open public realm.
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"whether network culture  plants seeds 
of greater democratic participation and 
deliberation, or whether it will only be used 
to mobilize already like-minded individuals 
remains an open question. the question 
we face at the dawn of network culture is 
whether we, the inhabitants of our networked 
publics, can reach across our microclustered 
worlds to coalesce into a force capable of 
understanding the condition we are in and 
produce positive change, preserving what 
is good about network culture and changing 
what is bad—or whether we are doomed only 
to dissipate into the network."

–kazys Varnelis, Micropublic plAcEs, 160
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introduction

“Technology presents itself as a one-way street; we 
are likely to dismiss discontents about its direction 
because we read them as growing out of nostalgia 
or a Luddite impulse or as simply in vain. But 
when we ask what we “miss” we may discover 
what we care about, what we believe to be worth 
protecting. We prepare ourselves not necessarily to 
reject technology but to shape it in ways that honor 
what we hold dear.” (Turkle, 19)

Architecture and technology historian Antoine 
Picon made a provocation in the introduction of 
Digital Culture in Architecture where he states 
“We are now past these initial reactions of enthusi-
asm or concern (regarding digital culture in archi-
tecture). The question is no longer whether digital 
technology is a good or bad thing for design; it is 
rather about the direction architecture is taking 
under its influence.”1 By exploring manners in 
which certain digital cultures—namely Social 
Media and Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICTs) have transformed the way we 
interact with, and within, space, this thesis reacts 
to Picon's statement. The thesis explores the way 
digital culture is transforming the individual (and 
as a consequence, society); the way in which ar-
chitecture is affected by these transformations; and 
the response architecture and architects can make 
towards emerging behaviours based on digital 
technologies. The research will focus on the social 
changes digital culture has caused, and the spatial 

1 Picon, Digital culture in Architecture, and introduc-
tion for the Design professions, 8

implication of the affected social interactions 
within the public sphere. 
 Mobile computing has expanded both our 
platforms and capabilities for socializing to a state 
where we are no longer affected by such constraints 
as location, proximity, or schedules. Instead, we 
can constantly connect, share, debate, and chat 
seemingly instantaneously, with people all over the 
world. Ubiquitous mobile computing2 has changed 
the way in which we interact with each other, as 
well as where we interact with each other. It can be 
argued that the public realm has grown, contract-
ed, transformed and disappeared simultaneously. 
 Twentieth century philosopher Jürgen 
Habermas had a notion of the public sphere 
where, in the 18th century, sites such as salons and 
cafés served as open forums for debate and dis-
cussion between citizens; these sites of discourse 
were outside of the control of the state. Inside of 
these spaces, Habermas regarded the importance 
of media, citing pamphlets and newspapers as 
critical facilitators of news and discussion within 
the public sphere.3 The public sphere itself wasn't 
so much a physical place, but a site of discourse.4 
Considering Habermas, social media platforms can 
be seen not only as an extension of public spaces of 
streets, squares and parlours, but as a new spatial 
condition facilitating interaction and communica-
tion. With these new spaces come emerging issues 
of privacy, ownership, and control.5

 To date, many writings focused on the in-
teraction between physical space and ICTs focus 
on a series of theoretical dichotomies (physical vs. 
virtual, connection vs. disconnection, global vs. 

2 Ubiquitous Mobile Computing refers to mobile 
devices - or smartphones, that allow users to connect to global 
data driven ICTs (the Internet).

3 See Jurgen Habermas, The structural Transformation 
of the public sphere: An inquiry into a category of bourgeois 
society, trans. Thomas Burger and Frederick Lawrence 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991).

4 Friedberg and Varnelis, "Place," 16

5 Fard and Meshkani, “Geogrpahies of Information,” In 
New Geographies 007: Geographies of information, ed. Ali Fard 
and Taraneh Meshkani, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2015), 7.
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local). These polarizing comparisons are reductive 
to reading the complexities that exist in the overlap, 
or interface. In today’s connected age, we operate 
in worlds that all contain elements of physicality, 
connectedness, globalization and virtual spaces.6 
This research will focus on exploring elements 
at the intersection of many of the previously 
mentioned conceptual dualities: analysing what 
has been gained and lost in our rapidly changing 
digital culture. 
 With the expansion of the public realm 
into online virtual networks come simultaneous 
changes to the physical realm of public space. Neo-
liberalism7 has introduced new issues of ownership, 
regulation, and governance to public spaces within 
North American metropolises; many cities are 
relying on the private sector to create and maintain 
public space.8 These issues of ownership, regula-
tion and governance have changed the way people 
can use and occupy public space. 
 Spacebook: Networked Public Places in 
the Personalized Metropolis investigates the trans-
forming public realm in North American cities 
caused by the privatization of public space and 
the introduction of ubiquitous mobile computing 
(and accompanying social networks). Spacebook 
suggests that a sentient public realm9, one which 
leverages and engages features of both physical and 
virtual publics, is a productive way to explore the 
dynamic nature of our contemporary society.
 Many of the transformations that are 

6 Fard and Meshkani, "Geographies of Information", 8

7 Economic and political policies over the last four 
decades have increased privatization and deregulation, 
enhancing the role of the private sector in daily life, as well as 
the creation of the urban realm.  These policies of privatization 
have led many scholars to refer to this economic philosophy as 
Neoliberalism.

8 For a comprehensive guide to Privately-Owned Public 
Spaces, and their history in NYC, consult Kayden, privately 
owned pulblic space : The New York city Experience

9 The term sentient refers to Mark Shepards notions 
of The Sentient City. Sentience refers to the ability to feel or 
percieve subjecctively but does necessarily include faculties 
of reasoning or self-awareness. For more information see Mark 
Shepard, The sentient city: ubiquitous computing, architecture, 
and the future of urban space.

caused by ICT networks seem like everyday oc-
currences, and although they are seemingly small 
and mundane, they are causing radical shifts to 
our concepts of publicness, community, interac-
tion and daily urban lives. This research attempts 
to highlight issues of connectivity, publicness, 
location, and socializing in our everyday lives; 
helping us to understand what we have gained, 
what we have lost, and what is most important to 
us.
 The following thesis is broken into two 
parts. The first part, Towards a Theory of the 
Personalized Metropolis, looks at changes to the 
public sphere since the introduction of ubiquitous 
mobile  computing.10 Towards a Theory of the Per-
sonalized Metropolis examines emerging types of 
platforms for public discourse, and the relations 
between mobile ICTs and the public spaces of 
cities.
 The second part, Spacebook: Public Place 
Networks proposes possible designs for alterna-
tive public spaces in North American metropolis-
es. Spacebook: Public Place Networks looks at an 
emerging form of public spaces in many cities—
Privately Owned Public Spaces (POPS)—and 
proposes a series of designed spaces that engages 
the physical realm of the city, along with pervasive 
virtual networks associated with Mobile ICTs and  
ubiquitous mobile computing.

10 Ubiqitous Mobile computing started sometime 
shortly after the summer of 2009 – after the release of the first 
iphone. Ubiquitous mobile computing refers to devices that are 
commonly referred to as smartphones, tablets, and other easily 
portable computing devices. 
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part i:

towardS a 
                              

perSoNalized
MetropoliS

Towards a Personalized Metropolis looks to establish the primary 
changes to the public realm that are taking place in North American 
Metropolises. This part is divided into three chapters. The first of 
these looks to establish a broad set of technological, societal, political 
and economic changes that are occurring in public space. The second 
section examines online social networks, to understand issues of pub-
licness, interaction, privatization and control. The third section looks 
to summarize the changes to the city, but understand our current urban 
condition as the personalized metropolis. 
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on 
contemporary 
publics

The public realm has dramatically changed in the 
last 15 years. The changes are due to several factors: 
from privatization of space, to the expanding 
ubiquity of mobile Information and Communica-
tion Technologies (ICTs). The instantaneous con-
nection that is commonplace in today’s society has 
led many to refer the present as the Connected Age.  
Today, socialization no longer relies on face-to-face 
interactivity and instead, vast quantities of people’s 
social lives have moved online to social ICT 
networks such as Facebook, WeChat, or Instagram. 
This shift has changed the population's percep-
tion of time and space, as online social networks 
make interaction across continents instantaneous. 
Since people can interact from anywhere, there has 
been a decentralization of social activity that has 
impacted the function and use of public spaces.  
 The following chapter will examine the 
changes to the public sphere that have  come with 
ubiquitous mobile computing. It explores these 
changes to the public realm in four parts. The first 
part examines the ways that social media networks 
affect the public sphere—understanding their place 
in the realm of public discourse and interactions. 
The second part looks at the importance and role 
of physical public spaces in healthy cities. The third 
part looks at the effects on physical public spaces 
by the privatization of ownership and policies of 
heavy regulation. The final section examines the 
changes in public behaviour that are a consequence 
of ubiquitous mobile computing within the physical 
public spaces of the city
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fig.1 Mobile computing in public Space
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1.1  
the expaNdiNg 
(aNd diSappeariNg) 
public Sphere

“It is the site of collective performance that brings 
together those who are different from one another 
precisely because they are different. Thus with 
the rise of particular and compliant publics the 
question of the public (in singular) must be
replanted. 11

- Frei and Bohlen, describing Arendt’s Public 
Realm

Many theorists have provided varying definitions 
of public spaces, public spheres, or public realms; 
a space that promotes social encounters, ensconces 
community, and serves the conduct of public 
affairs; a landscape that reflects us; a place that 
hopefully engenders tolerance of diverse interests 
and behaviours.12 With emerging typologies of 
virtual spaces for communication, interactivity and 
discourse, such as social media ICTs (Facebook, 
WeChat, Twitter, etc), the public sphere may no 
longer be tied to physical sites, and therefore, we 
need to re-examine how it is described.
 One of the most famous proponents of 
the public sphere is theorist Jürgen Habermas. For 
Habermas, the public sphere emerged in the salons 
and cafés of early eighteenth century England, 
France, and Germany.13 Architecture theorists 

11 Marc Bohlen and Hans Frei, situated Technologies 6: 
Micropublicplaces, 14 

12 Anne Beamish, "The City in Cyberspace", 277

13 Jurgen Habermas, The structural Transformation 
of the public sphere: An inquiry into a category of bourgeois 
society, trans. Thomas Burger and Frederick Lawrence 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991).

Fard and Meshkani describe the Habermasian 
notion of the public sphere as “a constellation of 
communicative and deliberative spaces that link 
citizens to states”.14 What makes Habermas’ notion 
of the public sphere an interesting starting point in 
today’s digital age, is how Habermas understood 
the critical role media played in activating discus-
sion. Citizens would debate issues brought up in 
newspapers, pamphlets and broadsides; often the 
discussants would write a letter to the editor. The 
media forged a link between the various coffee 
houses that would participate in similar conversa-
tions.15 For Habermas, the public sphere wasn't so 
much a physical site, as it was a discursive site in 
which citizens could conduct open discussion and 
debate. 16

froM public Sphere to publicS
In today’s age of online discourse and connectivity, 
the critical role media plays in the public sphere 
must be understood—or we risk dissipating into 
the network.17 With a large portion of conversa-
tion, debate, and intellectual discourse happening 
online, social media ICTs can be considered not 
only an extension of the physical spaces of streets, 
parks, or plazas, but also a new platform that is 
critical to facilitating interaction and communi-
cation in civic life.18 The complexity of today’s 
public life has led many theorists to move away 
from viewing the public sphere as a singular entity, 
and has them understanding the public realm as a 
series of publics: these publics accounting for the 
plurality in today’s platforms of discourse. 
 American theorist Michael Warner builds 
a theory of publics where, provided they have ap-
propriate levels of openness and control, pieces of 
media, writing, and assemblies along with their 

14 Fard and Meshkani, "Geographies of Information", 7.

15 Martijn de Waal, "The Urban Culture of Sentient 
Cities: From an Internet of Things to a Public Sphere of Things", 
192

16 Friedberg and Varnelis, "Place," 16

17 Kazys Varnelis, Networked publics, 160

18 Fard and Meshkani, "Geographies of Information", 7.
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audiences are each defined as publics. However 
Warner struggles with the issues of temporality 
that are associated with pieces from online media, 
unsure if they can be considered as publics.19 
Bruno Latour suggests that the public sphere is 
comprised of a series of assemblies formed around 
thing—or objects and issues.20 In Latour’s vision 
people assemble their differences around these 
things, where people must come to present their 
concerns, and others must defend their claims. The 
purpose of assembling around things to, Latour, 
isn’t to assemble because we agree, but that we are 
brought together in a neutral space to discuss and 
(hopefully) come to a makeshift resolution.21 Frei 
and Bohlen point out that Arendt actually speaks 
in a very similar way to Latour about the public 
sphere when she uses the metaphor of a table.  To 
Arendt the table is an object around which people 
gather, and “gathering together differences is more 
important than forming a perfect unity.”22 
 This isn’t to say that the public sphere 
doesn’t exist, but instead that today it is formed 
through a collection of assemblies, or publics, 
happening simultaneously in both virtual and 
physical worlds. 

Networked publicS
In an attempt to re-categorize online public 
networks, the Annenberg Centre for Communica-
tion (ACC)  devised the term networked publics. 
Networked publics are “groups of often-wide-
ly-dispersed individuals who come together online 
(although these interactions sometimes erupt in 
physical space as well) to share a common experi-
ence or interest.”23 Network theorist Kazys Varnelis 

19 Michael Warner, public and counterpublics, 97-98

20 Bruno Latour, “From realpolitik to Dingpolitik: An In-
troduction,” 14-41

21 Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: an In-
trduction,” 23

22 Bohlen and Frei, "Situated Technologies 6: MicroPub-
licPlaces,"  , 17

23 Helen Nissenbaum and Kazys Varnelis, Modulated 
cities: Networked spaces, reconstituted subjects, 14

fig.2 
Above: Summer Pools in Godella
fig.3
Below: I just go to Shows for the Texting
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(and member of the ACC) goes on to dismiss social 
media ICTs as corporate-sponsored platforms and 
not networked publics. Why Varnelis is dismiss-
ive of privately-owned social media platforms as 
publics is understandable: since social media ICTs 
(similar to issues surrounding physical spaces) 
have their own issues of access, control, privacy, 
and ownership (which will be examined in more 
depth in the next chapter). However by dismissing 
social media ICTs, you eliminate one of the most 
common devices for discourse, information, and 
communication in contemporary society.
 In today’s age of extreme surveillance, 
information ownership, and privatized online 
and offline social spaces, it very well may be that 
the public sphere does not exist in a way that is 
truly public. Even in social, cultural, or political 
interest groups, which are described by Varnelis as 
networked publics, there are issues of ownership, 
editability, temporality, and control. Instead of dis-
missing these platforms as non-public, it may be 
more productive to embrace the public qualities 
that exist in social media ICTs, and understand 
the expansion they have caused to what could be 
considered as part of the public sphere. This hy-
pothesis does not suggest that virtual social media 
platforms are publics in their idealized sense, just 
that they are a new hybrid of space that contributes 
to the discourse of the public sphere. It could then 
be argued that the public sphere is at the moment 
both rapidly expanding with the incredible growth 
of online social platforms and information, as well 
as disappearing, as the line between what is public 
and what is private becomes increasingly difficult 
to decipher.
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fig.4 Sitting in an audience with ipad
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1.2  
the iMportaNce of 
public Space for 
the city

Spatial transformation must be understood in the 
broader context of social transformation: space 
does not reflect society, it expresses it, it is a funda-
mental dimension of society, inseparable from the 
overall process of social organisation and social 
change. 
-Manuel Castells24

Although it is important to understand the way that 
the public sphere has gone through a rapid series of 
modifications, it is equally critical to understand 
the importance of physical public spaces in cities. 
In the spring of 2009, the scale tipped and more 
of the world lived in cities than in rural settings.25. 
Our world is urbanized, and that doesn’t appear 
to be changing as the United Nations predicts that 
the world’s urban population will balloon to 6.5 
billion by 2050.26 Space is limited within dense 
urban centres, but healthy and active cities rely on 
engaged and interactive public space.27 
 Network theorist and sociologist Manuel 
Castells suggests that there has been a shift from 
the privatized public sphere of Habermas to ac-
cessible and democratic public places. He argues 
that “public places, as sites of spontaneous interac-
tion, are the communicative devices of our society; 

24 Manuel Castells, "Urbanism in the Information Age," 
83

25 Anthony Townsend, smart cities, 1

26 Anthony Townsend, smart cities, 2

27 Jan Gehl, cities for people, 65

while formal, political institutions have become a 
specialized domain that hardly affects the private 
lives of people, that is, what most people value 
most... Therefore, in the practice of the city, its 
public spaces... become the communicative devices 
of city life.”28 In a society where a large portion 
of discourse and interaction happens within pri-
vatized online social networks, this idea of public 
space as a collective communication device for the 
city is an important one. 
 Hannah Arendt and Richard Sennett, 
two famous proponents of the public sphere, warn 
about the dangers of people’s ability to segregate 
themselves socially; curating their social circle to 
include only people of their own liking. They go 
so far as to warn that this segregation may erode 
the capacity to empathize with people of differing 
backgrounds and opinions.29Although this may 
seem extreme, it is hard to argue that with social 
ICT networks, we are now more able than ever 
to curate our social circles and make opinions we 
don’t like, simply disappear. One could also  argue 
that politically, we are more divided than we ever 
have been, as evidenced by America’s fascination 
with both Bernie Sanders, and Donald Trump, 
while (traditional) centrist candidates continue to 
bleed support. 
 This isn’t to say that the importance of 
public space is strictly focused on issues of political 
discourse and education –in fact, it is the opposite. 
Today, public life is as much about pleasure, leisure, 
and enjoyment as it is about reason, information, 
and education. The idea that public life is enjoyable 
and accessible to all is important in activating the 
public sphere, and allowing people of differences to 
come together and engaging in shared public life.30 
 

28 Manuel Castells, "Urbanism in the Information Age," 
87

29 Martijn de Waal, "The Urban Culture of Sentient 
Cities: From an Internet of Things to a Public Sphere of Things", 
192

30 Clive Barnett, "Neither Poison Nor Cure: Space, scale 
and public life in media theory," 65
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 Public space is a communication device 
that links local and global issues; functioning as a 
tool of expression for civic life. In an increasingly 
dense, urban and privatized world, it is important 
to have healthy, engaged, and interactive public 
spaces. The spaces bring people together and allow 
them to share in an experience, message and collec-
tive identity. It is important for all people to have 
access public space and come together with people 
of differences, discuss disagreements, and attempt 
to form resolutions. The ability to come together 
with people of difference is critical to the health of 
our multicultural North American metropolises.

fig.5 example of a 18th century Salon
fig.6 occupy protests in zucotti park
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1.3 
priVatizatioN aNd 
regulatioN of 
public Space
In this century, we are facing a different kind of 
threat to public space –not one of disuse, but of 
patterns of design, management and systems of 
ownership that reduce diversity. In some cases 
these designs are a deliberate program to reduce the 
number of undesirables, and in others, a by-prod-
uct of privatization, commercialization, historic 
preservation and poor planning design
-Setha M Low31

The issue of ownership of public space seems like 
a counter-intuitive one, but in today’s neoliberal 
condition, public space is being privatized through 
multiple means. Surveillance, sponsorship, reg-
ulation, and ownership have made the issues of 
ownership and governance of public space unclear.  
As mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, active, 
open and participatory public space is critical to 
the civic health and identity of a city, which makes 
issues of over-regulation and privatization critical 
when discussing the condition and design of public 
spaces. The following section will analyse the 
privatization and regulation of public spaces in 
North America as an a attempt to identify what 
is important and what is under threat. The section 
will also aim to bring us to a better understanding 
of the condition in which we design.

31 Setha M Low, "Erosion of public Space and the Public 
Realm: Paranoia, surveillance and privatization in New York 
CIty", 44

priVatizatioN of owNerShip
With urban centres increasing in density, land has 
become a very valuable commodity. In this context, 
cities no longer have the resources to purchase 
unused land, and instead of creating new public 
parks and squares, they are creating a secondary 
set of Privately-Owned Public Spaces (POPS). 
POPS are created and maintained by the private 
sector in exchange for floor space that exceeds the  
amount allotted in the city plan.32 The problem 
with POPS isn’t that their financing is in the hands 
of the Private sector, it is that the design, use and 
regulation of the POPS is not in the interest of 
service the public, but is inherently in the interested 
of the private stakeholders. The issues and oppor-
tunities that POPS present will be examined later 
in the thesis in greater depth. 

oVer-regulatioN aNd public Space
Simultaneously as public space has privatized, 
changes have occurred with its regulations oc-
cupation, programming, and use. Public space is 
believed to belong to everybody, and we consider 
spaces public when they are accessible to all.33 
Urban 
researchers Walter Siebel and Jan Wehrheim 
proposes four dimensions to identify what are 
public spaces: legal, functional, social, and 
material/symbolic. They suggests that the rela-
tionship between what is public and private in 
cities constantly changes, and that changes to one 
dimension affect all dimensions.34 As we experi-
ence a shift in the legal nature of public spaces, to 
many now being owned by private entities, we also 
experience shifts in function, social behaviour, and 
design.

32 "Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible Spaces: Draft 
Urban Design Guidelines," City of Toronto, Accessed December 
4, 2014, http://www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/
City%20Planning/Urban%20Design/Files/pdf/P/POPS_guide-
lines_Final_140529.pdf

33 Walter Seibel and Jan Wehrheim, "Security and the 
urban public sphere," 20

34 Ibid, 19-24
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 With private ownership and security risks, 
public space is governed by an increasingly strict 
set of regulations and guidelines that limit diversity 
and agency of the public realm. If you want to alter 
its appearance, “you can buy advertising, but that 
takes money. Or you can do graffiti, but that’s 
illegal.”35 The agency of individuals to participate 
and affect their public spaces is extremely limited, 
to a point where public spaces can barely be con-
sidered public. Setha M. Low points out there are 
different concerns over public space today than 
there have been in the past and that the threat is 
“not one of disuse, but patterns of design, man-
agement and systems of ownership that reduce 
diversity. In some cases these designs are a delib-
erate program to reduce the number of undesira-
bles.”36 The lack of opportunity for diversity and 
spontaneity in over-regulated public spaces reduces 
the vitality of and interaction within public spaces.

bryaNt park
Bryant Park is largely heralded as a success story in 
the private management of public space. However, 
it is actually a story of both success and failure, 
and offers many lessons about the opportunities 
and issues of private ownership of public spaces 
and amenities. 
 Bryant Park is one of New York’s most 
active and famous parks. The park has gone 
through a massive overhaul at the hands of the 
Bryant Park Corporation(BPC). The BPC is a 
managing company that looks after the day-to-day 
affairs, maintenance and programming in the park. 
Major corporations that hold office space and other 
real-estate surrounding the park fund the BPC. 
Although there are many positives that the corpo-
ration has implemented since taking it over in 1980 
,there are issues in the way the space is governed.37 

35 Liliana Bounegru. "Interactive Media Artworks for 
Public Space: The Potential of Art to Influence Consciousness 
and Behaviour in Relation to Public Spaces.", 209

36 Setha M Low,  "The Erosion of Public Space,"  44

37 "Bryant Park: Our Mission"

fig.7 rules of bryant park
fig.8 View of bryant park
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Bryant Park is managed in a way where it is more 
a private amusement park for urban leisure, than 
a public space. There are set of guidelines for how 
to use the space, dictating what can and cannot be 
done in the park. Some of these include dictating 
the hours that the public can use the lawn, what 
type of materials can be placed on the lawn, what 
type of games are allowed (and to an extent who 
plays them), and what music is allowed to be 
played. These regulations have caused a public park 
to transform into an event forum that is dictated 
by the stakeholders surrounding the park. The 
rules and regulations leave one to question what is 
actually public in Bryant Park, beyond the fact that 
you don’t have to pay.
 Bryant Park is a good example of the 
change of management of public space. No longer 
does the public dictate the way public space is used; 
instead, management companies or municipalities,  
which choose how the public should sit, behave, 
and enjoy the space, increasingly control public 
space. It is important to point out that all changes 
in ownership and regulation are not negative; 
Bryant Park is a safer place than it was before the 
corporation took over, and the private funds allow 
for an increased budget for public events, activities, 
and amenities. Unfortunately, what has been lost is 
a sense of publicness; civilians no longer possess a 
sense of agency within the space. The public do not 
perform or arrange civic demonstrations; they do 
not choose programming or even where to sit.
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fig.9 golf in bryant park - regulated by the bpc

fig.10 ping-pong in bryant park - regulated by the bpc
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1.4 
Mobile coMputiNg 
iN public Space 

Mobile computing is a relatively new phenome-
non in the history of ICTs, but it is also one that 
is rapidly changing the way we interact in, and 
navigate through, space. People no longer occupy 
only the physical space that surrounds them, but 
also the landscapes of the networks that their 
mobile computing devices contain. These networks 
offer various augmentations to the user's cityscape: 
such as personalized soundscapes, interactions, or 
informatic networks.
 Although ubiquitous mobile computing 
is a new field, the device-based personalization of 
space started when Sony introduced the Walkman 
in 1979. The Walkman changed behaviour within 
the public sphere; people were able to disengage 
with their surroundings and move into a personal-
ized soundscape. The Walkman augments the ex-
perience of the user, shifting the perception of the 
world around them in a way that is imperceptible 
to anyone else. Personal stereo users report such 
an alteration to their environment and experience 
where they suggest that is changes their mood and 
spatial atmosphere, while increasing their sense of 

personal space. By entering an altered audioscape, 
the users disconnect themselves from their public 
surroundings, and disappear as interacting subjects 
from the streetscape.38

 Since the introduction (and subsequent 
success) of the Walkman, more media has become 
mobile. The public realm has become increasing-
ly saturated with different forms of mobile media: 
telephones, text messaging, internet, social media.  
Today, most of these are contained within mobile 
computing devices. Despite its illusion of proximity 
and intimacy mobile computing is contributing to 
the privatization of public space.39 As users access 
their phones, be it through text message, data or 
phone call, they disconnect themselves from the 
social surrounding and enter a ‘bubble’ of per-
sonalized media. This ‘bubble’ exerts a force 
of alienation on their surroundings, and also a 
sense of ownership to their location. As Michael 
Bull explains “public privacy and expressions of 
intimacy are usually experienced by others as (ur-
ban-social) noise”.40

 Ubiquitous mobile computing has allowed 
users to  bring aspects of their private life into the 
public sphere, hybridizing elements of the private 
and public world. Mobile computing allows users 
to bring aspects of home with them at all times. 
This allowance exerts a force of privatization on 
the surroundings of the user; although their sur-
roundings and existence are part of public space, 
the screen of their device is something that is not 
to be experienced publicly, even if what they are 
reading or posting is entering some part of the 
public sphere. The customizable and private nature 
of mobile computing forms a personalized bubble 
around the user; a bubble that exerts introverted 
existence into public spaces. 

38 Michael Bull, "To Each Their Own Bubble", 283-285

39 Ibid, 278

40 Ibid, 278
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fig.11 users are so occupied by their networks that they become 
unaware of their surroundings. 
The illustration depicts a woman on her cellphone who doesn't 
really her presence is opening an automatic door, allowing cold 
air to flood into her local environment, making her cold. 

Source: Image by Author
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Social
ict
Networks

As mentioned earlier, in an attempt to better define 
the condition of virtual online discourse and scoia-
bility, the Annenberg Centre for Communication 
(ACC) coined the term Networked Publics. 41 The 
following chapter will examine the history and 
emergence of online networked publics, and will 
try to categorize a new typology of online spaces 
that includes the public discourse contained within 
private online platforms such as Facebook.
 By exploring issues of ownership, public-
ness, popularity, control, and content, the chpater 
establishes a better understanding of the assembly 
of publics that forms the collective public sphere.

41 Ito, introduction, 2-3, Mizuko Ito from the ACC 
defines networked publics as “an alternative to terms such 
as audience or consumer. Rather than assume that everyday 
media engagement is passive or consumptive, the term publics 
foregrounds a more engaged stance. Network publics take this 
further; now publics are communicating more and more through 
complex networks that are bottom-up, top-down, as well as 
side-to-side. Publics can be reactors, (re)makers and (re)dis-
tributors, engaging in shared culture and knowledge through 
discrouse and social exchange as well as through acts of media 
reception.

Social icT NeTworkS
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fig.12  group accessing Musical Network
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2.1  
hiStory of oNliNe 
Social coMMuNitieS 

Social media networks have become so pervasive 
that we often forget how young they are as a 
typology. In order to better understand the way 
networked publics operate, it is important to look 
into their history. 

the eMergeNce of croSS-NatioNal Media 
NetworkS
In order for us to understand the typologies of 
online social networks, we must understand where 
they began. Television and national newspapers 
changed the way information was communicat-
ed, moving news to a more global scale. Although 
the publics of media companies were national or 
even global, their audience formed passive publics, 
where users would only consume the information, 
and not interact or participate in the discourse; 
many critics believe that this passivity led people 
to become disconnected citizens who were strictly 
consumers.42  This consumer society resulted in 

42 Anne Friedberg Kazys Varnelis, "Place", 18

greater privatization and suburbanization, and  
finally the formation of disconnected communities 
in the 1950s and ‘60s.
 In the late 1960s, perhaps as a response to 
the inactive media publics, there emerged in a new 
type of cross-national media network. Instead of 
inactive consumers, the new network relied on an 
active and immersed consumer base. Founded by 
Stewart Brand, The Whole Earth Catalogue was 
a magazine oriented towards do-it-yourselfers. The 
catalogue was released biannually, and was akit of 
tools for do it yourselfers; it was a review of tech-
nology, hand tools, books and magazines. By sub-
mitting letter and reviews, users themselves were 
able to participate in the network, thus creating 
a discourse between dispersed readerships.43  The 
Whole Earth Catalogue formed networked public 
of like-minded countercultural people spread 
across a vast geographical landscape.
 The influence of The Whole Earth 
Catalogue goes beyond  forming a global social 
network and forum. The magazine is directly 
involved in creating what is often described as 
one the most influential early online networks: 
The Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link, or the WELL. 
The WELL was an online forum created by Larry 
Brilliant in collaboration with Stewart Brand—it 
was a Bulletin Board System (BBS) that allowed 
people to exchange text-only topics with new 
people, friends, and colleagues.  Users of these 
networks formed a virtual community of based on 
users’ interests; the users reported an unexpected 
amount of intimacy within their relationships that 
were formed in the WELL.44

 The Whole Earth Catalogue and the sub-
sequent WELL display that the origin of networked 
public were not riddled with the issues of privatiza-
tion.  Instead the early networked publics provided 
agency to the user, who could shape the discourse 
and alter the public in which they participated. 
It appears that in the early days, social networks 

43 Ibid, 492

44 Ibid, 485
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emerged not from privatization but from a search 
for communities of like-minded people—a 
voluntary segregation around countercultural ide-
ologies. These communities formed a strange sense 
of online localism; people of similar ideologies 
discussed issues of interest, thus forming a collec-
tive identity around what Latour would consider 
a thing. This idea of virtual communities and the 
search for like-minded people continues in the 
next stage of emerging social media platforms.

briNgiNg your real life coNNectioNS 
oNliNe
The success of the WELL proved the potential of 
virtual communities. With the introduction of the 
World Wide Web being introduced into home in the 
1990s, these online communities pushed beyond 
the constraints of BBS and became more pervasive 
in the North American home.45  The web allowed 
for a larger voluntary set of participants, and led 
to new online communities based on finding new 
and reconnecting with old connections,.. Early 
virtual communities such as classmates.com tried 
to connect you with your old classmates; other 
emerging networks, such as Blackplanet.com, tried 
to connect you with people of a similar demograph-
ic. Many of these networks died early on, or never 
succeeded in the way their creators imagined. This 
failure was due, in part, to how the networks only 
looked at issues of connectivity, and not issues of 
discourse, and networked public formation. These 
infant networked publics tried to connect an indi-
vidual to a network, either by finding old real-life 
connections, or discovering people of similar de-
mographic-based traits. Because of the superficial-
ity of the connection in these early networks, they 
lacked the activity and community that existed on 
the WELL. These sites did not provide agency to 
their users.

45 José van Dijk, The culture of connectivity: A critical 
history of social Media, 5

fig.13 whole earth catalogue
fig.14 blackplanet.com splashpage
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In 2002, Friendster was introduced, and relied 
on local, real-life connections. Friendster looked 
to connect people to their real-life social circle, 
and move a certain portion of socializing to the 
online sphere. Following Friendster, several other 
online social networks emerged, similarly aiming 
to move a person’s real-life social circle into the 
virtual realm. These sites allowed the person to 
stay connected to their social circle at all times. 
The most notable and longest lasting of these 
networks is Facebook. Facebook aspired to create 
more than a network based around your real-life 
connections; it looked to bring all aspects of social-
izing online, making your life shareable with your 
entire network. In 2013, Facebook had more than 
1.23 billion monthly active users and the majority 
of these users were mobile. 46

 As mobile computing became pervasive, 
so too did social networks. People carry in their 
pockets multiple individualized social worlds. 
Worlds where, simultaneously, users can see their 
friend’s travels in Paris, discuss the politics of Is-
rael-Palestine, and talk with their Aunt in British 
Columbia. What emerged out of early networks 
of connectivity are complex networked platforms 
that bring all aspects of your social life online. 
These networks have comprehensively replicated 
all aspects of social lives in online forums. Online 
social networks are complex platforms of informa-
tion, connectivity, and communication. These sites 
connect local discourse to the global continuum, 
while simultaneously helping you to manage your 
local social life, and connect with new global 
contacts.

46 Jimim Kiss, "Facebook's 10th Birthday: From college 
dorm room to 1.23 billion users," The Guardian, Februaru 4, 
2014. hhtp://www/theguardian.com/technology/2014/feb/04/
facebook-10-years-mark-zuckerberg

fig.15 Right: "A Short History of Social Media"
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2.2
catalogue of 
Networked publicS

As mentioned earlier, some theorists, such as Kazys 
Varnelis, do not consider social media platforms 
as publics, but as active platforms contributing to 
the means, circulation, and discourse surround-
ing a variety of issues. Understanding different 
social media as active platforms means that they 
cannot be dismissed simply because of their private 
ownership. The use of these platforms is changing 
the way people discover the city, find information, 
meet up with friends, connect with family, and plan 
the weekend. For the purposes of this research, 
and to better understand social media platforms’ 
effect on the public realm, we will accept the online 
networks as a form of networked publics.
 The following section details prominent 
online social platforms: analysed based on their 
key features relating to topics of publicness, 
localism, user agency, size, and history. Specifically 
the catalogue will contextualize virtual publics by 
examining types of content that can be uploaded to 
each public; how user agency affects the networks; 
how controllers or editors of the public change 
them; and the currencies the publics use.47

Each public will be categorized into the following 
four categories: 

47 Currency in this case refers to reward based 
exchanges that exist in the online platforms, such as likes on 
Facebook, or Followers on Soundcloud,

Media driVeN NetworkS
Media Driven Networks are networks that connect 
around uploaded pieces of media (photos, videos, 
music, etc.). The public is formed around the piece 
of media, each piece becoming its own (controlled) 
micropublic. More information on controlled Mi-
cropublics later

Example: Youtube

Example: Youtube

real life Social coNdeNSerS
Users of Real Life Social Condensers meet via the 
online network but aim to connect in real life. 
Real Life Social Condensers are newer types of 
networks that take advantage of emerging locative 
technology.

Example: Grindr

coNNected Social NetworkS
Connected Social Networks bring social connec-
tivity online. These networks introduce communi-
cation, sharing, and interactivity online, blending 
online and real life connections into one social 
world. Each user forms and participates in a series 
of controlled micropublics. The line between what 
is public and what is private can be very blurry in 
these online network.

Example: Facebook

augMeNted reality NetworkS
Augmented Reality is the integration between 
digital information and the live environment. 
Augmented Reality Networks are ICT networks 
that augment space with additional information.

Example: Yelp!
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facebook
‘04
1.49 Billion Users
Connected Social Network

As the most pervasive social network, Facebook 
allows users to simultaneously chat, plan events, 
blog, share, and review. Facebook moves all aspects 
of your social life online. This network is a series of 
micropublics where all content can be edited by the 
author (‘owner’) of the wall (domain).

Content
Links
Photos
Videos
Statuses
Messages
Events

Agency
Comment
Share

Controllers
Author
Wall owner

Currency
Likes
Friends

fig.16 facebook Newsfeed
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yplaN
‘12
+1 Million Downloads
Augmented Reality Network

Yplan is a social network that provides users with 
a list of events happening in their city.  This list is 
curated based on the user’s interests.

Content
Events

Controllers
Venue Owners

fig.17 yplan interface
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circle
‘10
+4 Million users
Real Life Social Condenser

Circle uses GPS to connect you to your nearby 
friends.  The list of friends originates from your 
networked contact lists.  Circle lets you know when 
friends are nearby.

Content
Friends

Currency
Friends

fig.18 circle interface
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tiNder
‘12
+50 Million users
Real Life Social Condenser

Tinder is a dating website that uses your Facebook 
profile to verify your existence. Tinder allows users 
to create a profile and then filters through other 
people’s profiles.  Too see each other, both users 
must be within a certain (user set) geographical 
proximity. There is no public formed through 
Tinder.

Content
Profiles
Chat

Controllers
Profile owners

Currency
Matches

fig.19 tinder interface
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griNdr
‘09
+4 Million users
Real Life Social Condenser

Grindr is a dating website aimed towards gay and 
bisexual men. Users set up profile and can sort 
through possibly matches based on geographical 
proximity. Grindr users have begun to use the 
proximity features to discover where people are 
hanging out. Grindr has become an organization-
al tool for a cultural demographic, leading to the 
formation of a physical public.

Content
Profiles
Chat

Controllers
Profile owners

Currency
Matches

fig.20 grinder interface
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fourSquare
‘08
+45 Million users
Augmented Reality Network

On Foursquare, users ‘check in’ to their location. 
Users are rewarded for each check-in and can earn 
different rewards for appearing on Foursquare 
more than others (including titles such as mayor). 
Foursquare forms an augmented virtual hierarchy 
in space.

Note: Foursquare recently shifted to a more ‘intel-
ligent’ Yelp competitor, but their original concept 
was more interesting to analyse in the contempo-
rary context; the virtual hierarchy reward system 
within the original Foursquare altered perceptions 
of ownership and social standings.

Content
Locations
Check-in
Messaging

Currency
Check ins
Titles

fig.21 foursquare interface
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yelp
‘04
+142 Million unique monthly visitors
Augmented Reality Network

In terms of information quantity and user en-
gagement, Yelp is the leading Augmented Reality 
Network. Yelp adds ratings and reviews to busi-
nesses and spaces in cities. Questions have been 
raised regarding Yelp’s use of algorithms and the 
levels of bias that may exist in their ratings systems.

Content
Reviews, business information, locations

Agency
Rating, Review

Controllers
Author

Currency
Compliments, followers, friends

fig.22 yelp interface
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SouNdcloud
‘07
+250 Million unique monthly visitors
Media Driven Network

Soundcloud is a network where users can upload 
and listen to music. Each piece of music has a 
public of its own, and each user has a public that 
consists of their followers.

Content
Songs

Agency
Comments, shares

Controllers
Author

Currency
Likes, followers, plays

fig.23 Soundcloud interface
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ViNe
‘07
+250 Million unique monthly visitors
Media Driven Network

Vine is a short video sharing network. Users can 
upload content that can be shared and published 
online. Each piece of media has its own public.

Content
Vines (short videos)

Agency
Rating, Comment

Controllers
Author

Currency
Shares, likes, loops

fig.24 Vine interface
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iNStagraM
‘10
+300 Million unique monthly visitors
Media Driven Network

Network is comprised of user-uploaded photos. 
Depending on security settings, each photo has a 
micropublic of users, friends, or greater audience 
(general public). Each user has their own personal-
ized public comprised of the individuals that they 
follow.

Content
Photos

Agency
Comments

Controllers
Author, commenter

Currency
Likes, followers

fig.25 youtube interface
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Meetup
‘02
+22 Million members
Real Life Social Condenser

On Meetup, users organize groups with common 
interests and then meet up in real life. People meet 
for many reasons including politics, books, games, 
events, sports, etc.

Content
Groups

Agency
Making groups

Controllers
Organizer

Currency
Real Life experiences, meeting new people

fig.26 a tumblr blog
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youtube
‘05
+1 000 Million monthly users
Media Driven Network

Youtube is a video sharing website. Each video 
uploaded is its own controlled micropublic. 
Users are directed to videos through searches. 
To determine the user’s preferences and location, 
Youtube employs an algorithm in searches.. Many 
videos have location gates, meaning that the publics 
who can view them are all in a certain country or 
region.

Content
Videos

Agency
Comments, likes

Controllers
Author, commenter

Currency
Views, likes

fig.27 youtube interface
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tuMblr
‘07
+50 Million users

Media Driven Network
Tumblr is a hybrid between a blog and a social 
network. The blog represents the author, and its 
readers form a public.

Content
Images, GIFs, videos, words

Agency
Comments

Controllers
Author

Currency
Followers, reposts

fig.28 a tumblr blog
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twitter
‘06
+304 Monthly Active Users
Connected Social Network

Twitter is one of the most public forums for con-
versation. Each tweet (post) is limited to 140 char-
acters, and forms its own controlled micropublic. 
Twitter currently does not use an algorithm to 
narrow searches. Instead it allows users to ‘organ-
ically’ discover the tweets they want to see. This 
organic quality is changing, and it will be interest-
ing to see how these developments affect the pub-
licness of Twitter.

Content
Tweets

Agency
Tweets, Re-tweets

Controllers
Author

Currency
Followers, re-tweets

fig.29 twitter interface
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SMS
‘85
+5 000 Million users
Connected Social Network

Text messaging, or Short Message Service (SMS) is 
one of the original forms of peer-to-peer messaging. 
Individuals who send text messages to one another 
form an SMS network. Text messaging forms a 
private social network.

Content
Messages

fig.30 SMS interface
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whatSapp
‘09
+5 000 Million users
Connected Social Network

Whatsapp is a messaging service that allows users 
to send messages from peer-to-peer using data. 
Whatsapp allows for instantaneous global connec-
tivity between users. Users of Whatsapp can create 
groups and share and discuss content within that 
larger group of participants. Whatsapp is a very 
private service, and is often described as a more 
private version of Facebook.

Content
Links, photos, videos, statuses, messages

Controllers
Author

Currency
Friends

fig.31 whatsapp interface
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Skype
‘03
+300 Million users
Connected Social Network

Skype is a video conferencing service that allows 
for world-wide, instantaneous, visual connection 
amongst users.. Skype is a private network.

Content
Messages, videos

fig.32 Skype interface
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SNapchat
‘09
+100 Million users
Connected Social Network

Allows users to send photos or videos to their 
contacts.  The photos and videos disappear after 
the receiver views them.

Content
Images
Videos

fig.33 Snapchat interface
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wechat
‘11
+600 Million users
Connected Social Network

WeChat is a direct competitor to Facebook—
WeChat also looks to bring all aspects of your 
social life online. WeChat allows users to message 
and send videos to each other in a way similar 
to Whatsapp. Users are also able to update their 
profile and broadcast their messages in a one-to-
many fashion. WeChat allows users to locate other 
users nearby.

Content
Links
Photos
Videos
Messages
Voice

Agency
Comments

Controllers
Author
Wechat (because of Chinese censorship laws)

Currency
Contacts

fig.34 wechat interface



2.3 
Networked publicS 
to coNtrolled 
MicropublicS

As discussed in chapter one, a great deal of public 
discourse now unfolds in the virtual worlds of social 
media platforms. Because of this shift, we need to 
consider these platforms as extensions of the public 
sphere. As discussed in chapter one, many theorists 
have re-conceptualized the public sphere as a series 
of publics, rather than one public sphere. Theorists 
such as Michael Warner and Bruno Latour look 
at the public sphere as publics and assemblies: 
embracing the plurality that exists in today’s sites 
of interaction. A group at the Annenberg Centre for 
Communications at USC build on these concepts 
of plurality. This group offers the term networked 
publics to embrace the networked nature of many 
contemporary publics.48 Even with these broad 
new definitions of the public sphere, online social 
networks do not fit in comfortably.49 
 As seen in the catalogue of networked 

48 Micahel Warner, publics and counterpublics. 
65-124.,  Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: an In-
trduction,” 

49 Helen Missenbaum and Kazys Varnelis, situated 
Technologies 9: Modulated cities: Networked spaces, reconsti-
tuted subjects, 14

publics, these platforms contain issues of 
ownership, control, temporality, and consumer-
ism.  These issues make it uneasy to associate the 
word public with these spaces. At the same time, 
the spaces contribute to a significant portion of col-
lective public discourse. 

latour'S parliaMeNt of thiNgS
Philosopher Bruno Latour theorized of a public 
sphere that is more adapted towards addressing 
the problems of today's mass society.50 In his essay 
"From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik," which is the 
introduction to his book Making Things Public, 
Latour build's a theory that today's public sphere 
is an assembly of Things. He derives the idea of 
Things from old etymological readings of the 
word, which "has for many centuries meant the 
issue that brings people together because it divides 
them."51 He says that the point of reviving this old 
etymology is "that we don't assemble because we 
agree, look alike, feel good, are socially compatible 
or wish to fuse together but because we are brought 
by divisive matters of concern into some neutral 
isolated place in order to come to some sort of 
provisional makeshift (dis)agreement."52 However, 
things today do not have the clarity transparency 
and obvious matters-of-fact,53 instead they are hy-
bridizing forums and gatherings. 
 The objects of science and technology, 
the aisles of  supermarkets, financial institutions, 
medical establishments and computer networks are 
all hybrid platforms and forums that erode at the 
realm of pure objects, and publicness.54 Social ICT 
networks are forums with ownership, and access 
that allow people to gather around an assembly of 
media objects–posts, videos, statuses, etc. These 
spaces are impure, and contradictory in their 
role as part of the collective public sphere. The 

50 Frei and Böhlen, Micropublicplaces, 15

51 Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: an In-
trduction,” 23

52 Ibid, 23

53 Ibid, 23

54 Ibid, 23
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materials and platforms for build 
a public life exist, however Things 
lead nowhere if there publicness is 
not made explicit.55

MicropublicS
There is a complexity to social media 
platforms relationship with the 
public sphere; a new term is required 
to embraces the complicated rela-
tionship between the public sphere 
and social media platform. A term 
to better understand online media's 
role in the public sphere, or among 
Latour's Things, is micropublic. As 
seen in the catalogue of social media 
platforms, these platforms rely on 
objects and media—such as res-
taurants on Yelp, a song on Sound-
cloud, or a status of Facebook—to 
form groups of dialogue. Each of 
the platforms end up representing a 
new sphere that contains a series of 
publics formed around media and 
issues, or what Latour would refer to 
as things.56  The term micro offers a scale to the 
thing, which suggests that the micropublics exist in 
coordination with larger publics.  Micro also hints 
that there may be a temporality to the discussion.
 Micropublics could be described as a 
group of people who (temporarily) congregate 
around pieces of media, and by assembly comprise 
the larger networked public. Although the term mi-
cropublic begins better to address the relationship 
between the networked publics and the media they 
contain, it does not deal with the underlying issues 
of control and ownership that exist within private 
social media platforms.

55 

56 Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: an In-
trduction,” 13

coNtrolled MicropublicS
Controlled Micropublics is a term that is as riddled 
in tensions and contradictions as the networks that 
they are describing. The term controlled micro-
public offers a new alternative that embraces the 
complexities of the networks, while accepting their 
place as actors in the formation (and destruction) of 
the public sphere. The term embraces the network 
issues of ownership, editability, and temporality 
while also embracing these assemblies as part of 
today’s public sphere.

fig.35 Controlled Micropublic Diagram
Diagram displaying the formation of a Controlled Micropublic. 
The public is assembled around a piece of content (this can 
be media, or opinion) comments and ratings are then  open 
for the users to post. These comments can be removed by the 
creator of the content.
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data acceSSibility
Amongst issues of publicness and ownership 
existing in online networks are those issues of the 
accessibility and ownership of the background data 
that exists in these networks. In each controlled 
micropublic, there are different rules of access 
and privacy to the content and accompanying data 
sets. Although we may be purposely putting our 
opinion into the public sphere through platforms 
such as Twitter, users are commonly unaware of 
the secondary or tertiary processes of their data. 
Today's system of data ownership and control is 
based on a system of notice and consent. Users are 
accepting terms where their information may—
or may not—be processed.57 Most of these terms 
are built into platforms’ fine print: when users 
choose to 'accept and agree to the terms.' In this 
manner, users agree to relinquish their rights to 
large portions of data. In addition, each controlled 
micropublic network has different levels of acces-
sibility for third party users. As an example, data 
artist Jer Thorpe processed public Twitter streams 
that contained the phrase 'just landed in,' mining 
Twitter data for the user’s home location, and the 
location of the tweet. Thorpe used this data to create 
a visualization of world air-traffic flow.58 Although 
this installation may seem like a harmless exercise, 
it represents a series of issues and opportunities. 
It is easy for third parties to extract and process 
personal data.. Users are unaware of the ways 
their data can and will be used. By signing up for 
online networks, users relinquish ownership over 
the content and the opinions that they generated on 
that online platform. The invisibility of data pro-
cessing means that users are often unaware of the 
rights that they have relinquished.

57 Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier, big 
data: a revolution that will transform how we live, work, and 
think. 173

58 Jer Thorpe. "Just Landed," Accessed November 24, 
2015. http://blog.blprnt.com/blog/blprnt/just-landed-process-
ing-twitter-metacarta-hidden-data
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2.4 
locatioN aNd the 
Network

Up until this point, this thesis has discussed 
networks in terms of their relation to the public 
sphere. The thesis has debated issues of network 
publicness, control, and has aimed to better un-
derstand how the networks are situated within 
modern theories of the public sphere. Outside 
of understand behavioural changes the spatial 
qualities of the interface between physical space 
and online networks has not been discussed. 
Until recent technological advances, direct behav-
ioural changes due to network use were the main 
condition that needed to be understood; SMS (text 
messaging) didn’t communicate with the physical 
realm, instead it communicated with occupants 
of the physical realm. With online mobile media 
networks’ use of emerging locative technologies, 
the spatial relationships between online networks 
and the city are growing.
 Locative technologies such as Global 
Position Sytems (GPS), Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS), and Radio-Frequency Identification 
(RFID) enable devices to track the user’s position 
in the real world or exchange local information, 

creating a bond between place and network. Many 
social networks are beginning to use locative media 
to encourage new types of connection. Through ap-
plications such as Facebook, Circle, and WeChat, 
people are able to discover the location of their 
friends, and are able to see if someone they know 
is nearby. This locative ability affects issues of 
personal liberty: constant surveillance and increas-
ing agency given to cyber-stalkers. It also affects 
social behaviour within space, as well as the way 
in which people meet up. While acknowledging 

the significance of personal liberty, the research 
is more interested in exploring the changes in the 
social behaviour.  
 Locative technologies in social networking 
present a new opportunity. Previously, in online 
networks, physical place mattered very little. There 
was evidence that geographic location played some 
part in the way people connected with each other 
online, but online connectivity was not feeding 
directly into people’s physical surroundings.59

 Before locative technologies, networks and 
place were (mostly) separate. When users interact 
with their network(s) via their mobile devices, they 
privatize their behaviour. Locative media has the 
opportunity to change this, and many networks 
are trying. If you look at the prominent social 
networks, most fall into two categories: using 
technology to facilitate face-to-face meetings 
(Real Life Social Condensers), or to augment the 
physical realm with publicly sourced information 
(augmented reality networks). Both of these cate-
gories lead to a different public sphere, where the 
networks and space interact: networks becoming 
the information system and guidebook, and 

59 Manuel Castells, "Urbanism in the Information Age,"  
87

fig.36 Matrix of Social Networks that use Locative Technol-
ogies
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physical space being the exciting world to play in, 
connect to and explore. 

real life Social coNdeNSer NetworkS
Real Life Social Condenser Networks (RLSCs) 
display some hopeful changes to virtual networks. 
They show the ability for the network to act as a 
facilitator for face-to-face interaction—to bring 
people together in real space. Unfortunately, these 
interactions are still relatively privatized; the facili-
tated meet-ups are for the privileged participants of 
the network. Although the meetings and nature of 
RLSCs are not public (they only are accessed and 
known by the users), the RLSCs are still affecting 
the public sphere.  Locative technologies change 
the way parts of the city assemble. Dating apps are 
being used, especially in the gay community, to see 
where people are hanging out in the city,. Users see 
which clubs, bars, or spots in the city appear to 
be filled with the most people, and use the locative 
technologies to plan their nights.60

augMeNted reality NetworkS
Augmented Reality Networks give a new form of 
agency to their users in the public realm. Users can 
rate, describe, and share information with their 
surroundings, leaving a trace of their opinion for 
future users. All aspects of the public realm are 
currently being augmented with information; this 
concept will be explored in more depth later on.
 Many new networks, such a Parascope, 
Phind, Foursquare, and Yelp are using locative tech-
nologies to tie information to physical locations; 
these networks allow your location to only access 
information that is locally relevant. Although the 
information is public, accessing, reading, and 
posting it is a private experience. The augmented 
reality gives the user a new (and exciting) form 
of agency in the public realm, all experienced 
privately.

60 Greg Lindsay, "How Dating Apps are Chaing the Way 
We Behave in Public," Next city, January 21, 2015 https://
nextcity.org/daily/entry/how-dating-apps-are-changing-public-
space

 
coNcluSioNS
Online networks and space are connecting in 
new ways, facilitating new types of relationships 
between the built world and information. Many 
of these spaces augment the city with information 
accessible to individual users.  The users can then 
discover new things, or find new people to ‘hook 
up’ with. Events and activities are being activated 
and documented by virtual networks. The city feeds 
the virtual networks with data such as locations, 
events, people, and experiences to document, 
rate, discuss, share, and augment. Most of these 
networks, although fed collectively, are accessed 
at individual nodes (mobile computing devices). 
The formation and appearance of the networks is 
affected (sometimes created) by the information 
fed into it by the users and city. 
 The connection between the network and 
the city relates awkwardly to the public sphere; the 
networks are fed collectively, but accessed individ-
ually
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fig.37 User absorbed in her cellphone
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2.5
coNditioNS of 
Social ictS

The following subsection will explore the networks 
as key social spaces in contemporary society. The 
subsection will look at the networks’ relationships 
to the local, and their ability to form a communal 
public. Each network, as described in the catalogue, 
bring different forms of media, agency, control, and 
currency to their associated users. Each of these 
forms affects levels of publicness and engagement.
 In order to analyse the networks and their 
place in the urban realm, they will be placed on 
an access exploring two key contradictions: Local 
vs. Global and Collective vs. Individual. This ex-
ploration isn’t stating that networks fit into one of 
those dualities. Instead, many networks negotiate 
between conditions of local and global, collective 
and individual; these links affect the user’s rela-
tionship with the public sphere. 

local
Local applications deal solely with the direct sur-
roundings.

global
Global networks focus on a global discourse while 
ignoring location. 

collectiVe
Collective spaces are used by many people at once. 
They represent a group and the individual is not 
visible.

iNdiVidual
Individual networks focus on a single individual 
and are not affected publicly by large groups.

obSerVatioNS
One of the interesting outcomes of the study was 
the realization that the Virtual Reality Networks 
(yelp and Foursquare) had almost a perfect balance 
between the network and local. VRNs manage to 
balance the local and global networks by associ-
ating the information overlay with specific geo-
graphic sites. The result is a discourse that is ac-
cessible to people looking through the network at 
the geographical sites. By connecting the network 
and space, the VRN turns the placelessness of the 
network into a place of identity. Unfortunately, 
these networks are not accessed, nor experienced, 
communally.
 The large connected networks – WhatsApp, 
WeChat and Facebook, are all beginning to use 
locative media, and, therefore, are starting to link 
their networks to the physical realm. Unfortunate-
ly,  interaction with those networks again happens 
individually.  All information and contacts are 
stored and interacted-with through the network. 
The networks act as advertising machines for a 
person’s location in real life (both as product ad-
vertising and by advertising your location to your 
friends); the networks are commodifying place. 

fig.38 Chart locating Virtual Social Spaces on conditions of  
Collective vs. Individual and Local vs. Global.

Source: Image by Author
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on the 
personalized 
Metropolis

This chapter summarizes the earlier findings of the 
research, and examines the overall effect that social 
media networks have had on the North American 
metropolis. The chapter posits that personalized 
ICT networks have caused North American me-
tropolises to become personalized metropolises. 
The following chapter is an assembly of observa-
tions concerning the personalized metropolis.
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fig.39 Users occupying their virtual networks in the bodily 
presence of their friends
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3.1 
perSoNalized 
augMeNtatioN 
bubbleS

UUbiquitous online social networking has changed 
the nature of socialization in the twenty-first 
century, and changed the way people interact within 
the public realm. We spend our time accessing our 
network through a screen, disconnecting from 
the environment around us as we occupy digital 
heterotopic spaces. As Kazys Varnelis and Anne 
Friedberg state “with connection, there is also 
disconnection.”61 As we access our online social 
networks, we become increasingly disconnected 
from our local environment.

perSoNalized Mobile augMeNtatioN 
bubbleS
Users can become so immersed in the life on their 
mobile device that they become unaware of ac-
tivities that occur around them. When involved 
in a mobile device, multiple, simultaneous forms 
of connection and disconnection act on the user. 
Both connecting and disconnecting experiences 
happen in local and global environments. Kazys 

61 Anne Friedberg Kazys Varnelis, "Place", 15.

Varnelis and Anne Friedberg were correct is stating 
that “the always on, always-accessible network 
produces a broad set of changes to our concept of 
place, linking specific locales to a global continuum 
and thereby transforming our sense of proximity 
and distance.”62 
 Local and Global are relative terms; most 
of our online social lives are filled with people 
who, at least at the scale of the city, share, or at one 
time shared, our local environment. It is neither 
the global connection nor local disconnection that 
has changed our behaviour in space, but rather 
the presence of the active networks that augment 
users’ realities into personalized zones of experi-
ence and knowledge. These personalized spaces 
are not shared or experienced with others and thus 
privatize our behaviour and experience.

 As we access these networks, we bring our 
virtual network into the public space, interacting 
with invisible (yet present) friends, and contributing 
to an invisible (yet present) discourse. Despite these 
interactions being personalized and controlled, we 
still seek out public places to access the network. 
Sociologist Sherry Turkle describes the age of 
mobile media as a state of being alone together. In 
many ways the description of being alone together; 
however, it is also oversimplified. We are not simply 
alone together; instead we are carrying around 
virtual worlds containing everyone we know, and 
everyone they know. People are augmenting space 
with individualized augmentation bubbles, and so-

62 Ibid, 15

fig.40 Diagram displaying the major online social networks, 
who is using them, what can interact with each other and what 
levels of agency the users have. It serves as an outline of what 
each online public is comprised of: who is looking and how are 
they participating. It is a visually representation of the forms 
of media and connections that exist in the pockets of contem-
porary citizens.

Source: Image by Author
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cializing in customized spaces of interaction—these 
spaces overlaid onto the existing urban fabric. The 
point of access of online networks can constantly 
be moving, often tied to no specific location, con-
structing a sense of placelessness in the network. 
As a response to this placelessness, people often 
seek out public spaces to access these networks. 
The bodily presence of others masks the disconnec-
tions caused by networked, constant connection.63

perSoNalized coNtrol
The ability for users to control the information and 
connections within their networks contributes a 
sense of agency to users.  Customization and filtra-
tion are key features of online social networks, and 
allow users to create networks that feel as unique 
as the users are. Customized networks and searches 
change the way we navigate the city—there is a 
reliance on networks to let us find information, 
read the city, find food, etc. The network decides 
what we order, who we talk to, what concert we 
go to.
 Network personalization is not strictly 
chosen by the user. Online networks are increas-
ingly reliant on filtering data and displaying infor-
mation that is user-personalized by an algorithm. 
Architecture and Media Theorist Mark Shepard, 
points out that algorithms have gained predictive 
and anticipatory agency.64 In many of the con-
trolled micropublic networks such as Facebook, 
algorithms are used to analyse current and histor-
ical data.  The algorithms then make predictions 
as to what the user might want to see, or what ad-
vertising would be most suited to them. Facebook 
newsfeeds are sculpted not only by the content 
generated through your network of contacts, but 
also based on the algorithm's own decisions as 
to what you might like to see.  These decisions 
are based on past clicks,  user “likes”, how close 
Facebook thinks you are to someone (calculated by 
amount of Facebook-based interactivity), and types 

63 Anne Friedberg Kazys Varnelis, "Place", 20

64 Mark Sheppard "Predictive Geographies", 133-137

of posts.65 The computer-interpreted data means 
that the discourse contained within controlled mi-
cropublic networks is (partially) shaped algorith-
mically. 
 The influence and agency of the algorithm 
should not be downplayed. In 2014, Facebook 
tinkered with their algorithm in an experiment 
to manipulate the emotional content of people's 
newsfeeds. The experiment was performed on over 
half-a-million users’ pages. The result showed that 
sentiment can be shaped and spread across social 
media platforms.66 The experience of the public 
sphere is being manipulated and personalized 
through invisible and complex algorithms. Any 
sense of agency and individualism we gain through 
our own ability to edit, select, and filter, is relin-
quished through the agency given to the invisible 
algorithm.

public Space augMeNtatioNS
Individuals posting to and accessing their networks 
are constantly augmenting each space within the 
city. Users open portals to their friends’ experienc-
es through applications like Instagram, discuss and 
read about political matter through Twitter, and 
chat with friends through WhatsApp. These mi-
cropublics augmenting public spaces are engaging, 
vibrant, and participatory; they allow users to 
occupy their personal bubbles and segregate them-
selves from their local surroundings.

SiMultaNeouS place
Users are occupying multiple, controlled micropub-
lics simultaneously. The content of these networks, 
especially in the day of viral media, can be expe-
rienced by multiple people in the same place at 
the same time; however, these users would never 

65 Victor Luckerson, "Here's How Facebook's News Feed 
Actually Works," Time, July 9, 2015, http://time.com/3950525/
facebook-news-feed-algorithm/

66 Vindu Goel, "Facebook Tinkers with Users' E,otions 
in News Feed Experiment, Stirring Outcry," New York Times, 
June 29. 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/30/technol-
ogy/facebook-tinkers-with-users-emotions-in-news-feed-experi-
ment-stirring-outcry.html?_r=0
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be aware of their shared experience. The place of 
events happen simultaneously, one at the moment 
of action, the other accessed and viewed through 
media networks, creating an infinite doubling of 
place. With their networks, people bring their own 
identities, languages, references, and connections, 
thus forming personalized relationships to place.67

 The power in the sheer volume of discourse 
in the micropublics is tremendous, but much of it 
is lost as the individual experiences it exclusively.  
The question then arises: how do we begin to share 
the experience and content of the network with 
the people around us? The solution? what if we 
augmented spatial conditions together.

67 Anne Friedberg Kazys Varnelis, "Place", 18

fig.41 user connects to the global network, sharing experienc-
es with friends who are located around the world.
The woman depicted in chapter 1.4 is now represented in the 
presence of her global connections. People are sharing expe-
riences through global networks, while becoming unaware of 
their local surroundings.

Source: Image by Author
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fig.42 yelp 

Source: Image by Author
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fig.43  Instagram

Source: Image by Author
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fig.44 facebook

Source: Image by Author
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fig.45  Space is flooded by individualized infor-
mation. When all the media is overlaid on top of 
each other,  the volume of discourse drown out the 
surrounding physical site. 

Source: Image by Author
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fig.46 traditional public realm
Outline of the architecture and interactions of Habermas’s 
Public Sphere. Today’s public sphere. The architecture was 
of openness and reconfigurability. Table can be moved for 
bigger discussions, and the space has no hierarchy in the 
types of seating. The discussions that happened in here were 
of politics, and current affairs, which happened in face-to-face 
encounters. Habermas’s concept of a cafe was seen as an in-
teresting point of exploration because of its transformation as 
a place of communal discussion, to what is now, as Friedberg 
and Varnelis point out, a place for accessing the network in the 
bodily presence of others.1 

Source: Image by Author

1 Anne Friedberg Kazys Varnelis, "Place", 20
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fig.47 contemporary pulbic realm
Drawing of the contemporary public sphere. People are sur-
rounded by each other, but are interacting with people located 
in different geographical space. The people are not alone in 
their presence, instead, each person brings their social media 
networks to the space with them. Filling the room with the 
virtual presence of others. People who many have appeared 
solitary, are actually communicating with vast networks. 

Source: Image by Author
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3.2 
the perSoNalized 
MetropoliS

Previous to this point, aspects of the contemporary 
urban realm have been examined mostly in sets of 
pairs: networks and public space, privatization and 
regulation, location and networks. These sets have 
examined existing tensions, which have uncovered 
a series of emerging changes to the urban realm: 
the way we interact with each other, the way we 
navigate the city, how we access information, 
the way we connect with friends. These changes 
have been dramatic as well as comprehensive., 
Combined with sixty years of the privatization 
caused by both suburbanization and cross-nation-
al media networks, online virtual networks have 
created a new reading of the urban realm. This 
chapter posits that the new condition of the North 
American urban realm can be described as the per-
sonalized metropolis. The following sub-chapter 
is an incomplete manifesto outlining the critical 
characteristics that separate the personalized me-
tropolis from its predecessor. It is a list of things 
that commonly happen in cosmopolitan life due to 
pervasive online networks.

1. Users search and navigate space through virtual 
networks. Routes are predetermined by invisible 
algorithms (Googlemaps).

2. Events are planned online. These events are 
at a variety of scales: racquetball with a group 
of friends, yoga in the park, or a cross-national 
flashmob. These events are planned and promoted 
through social networks such as Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram.

3. Politics unfolds in controlled micropublics.

4. Media is experienced piece by piece, discovered 
online in your personal networks.

5. Dating is facilitated through the network.

6. Protests are arranged through online networks. 
You have to follow and customize your network to 
be in the know.

7. Waiting no longer exists. You experience a des-
ignated time to check what your friends are up to.

8. Global information is as easily accessible as local 
information. 

9.  It is easier to communicate with a friend in 
Turkey, than it is to communicate with the person 
next to you.

10. You participate in multiple discourses simulta-
neously.

11. You order food through networks that, based 
on past preferences automatically suggest what you 
like.

12. Taxis now come with the click of a button, you 
as the consumer can be rated and discussed. As a 
consumer, you are personalized to your profile and 
device.
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13. Television no longer dictates what you want. 
You can choose your schedule: what you want to 
watch, and when you want to watch it. You no 
longer share in a cross-national event with the 
other viewers of the program. The network also 
suggests personalized recommendations for shows 
and movies; your media network appears different 
from your friends’.

14. You can access and interact with aspects of 
private life (home) from anywhere. This happens in 
a variety of ways: from sitting in a public plaza and 
sharing intimate moments with someone across the 
country, to adjusting your thermostat from your 
favourite café.

3.3 
a public Sphere for 
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the perSoNalized 
MetropoliS

In the personalized metropolis, the public sphere 
has grown, contracted, transformed, and dis-
appeared simultaneously. Ubiquitous mobile 
computing has changed our perceptions of public, 
and shifted the behaviour and location of discourse. 
You could argue that Facebook and other online 
forums may have replaced the salon as Habermas’s 
space in which issues of common concern can be 
discussed. However, Facebook, with its own set 
of controls, regulations, and interests, is more of 
a corporate-private forum than a public space.68 
Social Media are, instead, personalized discussion 
forums for issues that affect you and your friends, 
where you can make any information that you 
don’t like disappear.  Social media platforms are 
thus an arrangement of controlled micropublics, 
rather than conditions that are truly publics.  
 The truth is, the Habermasian ideal of 
the public sphere may never have existed; the 
Salons of the 18th century were always contained 
within private zones, limited the audience to white 
males, and excluded more of the public than they 
included. With ubiquitous computing, it is in-
creasingly easy to exclude opinions of discourse 

68 Helen Nissenbaum and Kazys Varnelis, situated 
Technologies 9: Modulated cities: Networked spaces, reconsti-
tuted subjects , 14

that differ from one’s own: online life can easily 
be curated. However, in urban life we have to live 
together with people who may have different sets 
of values—it is often argued that the public sphere 
plays an important role in bringing together people 
that are other. As Martijn de Waal notes “It is 
here that strangers are confronted with each other, 
become aware of one another and have to come to 
terms with each other."69

 Therefore it may be better to move away 
from the lens of Habermas’s public sphere, and to 
better understand what we are missing,  examine 
the public sphere in an Arendtian sense. As Frei 
and Bohlen point out (while discussing Arednt's 
theories), the public sphere is “this site of collec-
tive performance that brings together those who 
are different from one another precisely because 
they are different. The collective that acts in the 
public realm is not a uniform entity such as a class, 
a nation, or a mass. What brings people together 
here is exactly what separates them from each 
other; in other words, according to Arendt, the 
public realm is like a parentheses that hold together 
the differences of people."70    
 Arendt's theories emerged at a time where 
online social platforms did not have to be accepted 
as contributors to the public sphere. Today, publics 
aren't assembling together in physical public spaces 
of the city, instead, people assemble around issues, 
and things that cause us concern.71  To this extent, 
online social networks should be functioning in the 
public sphere as forums to bring people together.  
The forums try to resolve differences, and promote 
diversity and multiculturalism. The issue with 
these online platforms is that they are too custom-
ized, controlled, and, in many cases, inaccessible; 
meaning that the assembled controlled micro-
public is a grouping of like-minded (and already 

69 Martijn de Waal, The urban culture of sentient cities: 
From an internet of Things to a public sphere of Things, 192

70 Marc Bohlen and Hans Frei, situated Technologies 6: 
Micropublicplaces, 14

71 Bruno Latour, "From Real Politik to Dingpolitik: An 
Introduction" 23
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connected) individuals. The other problem with 
online networks, is the inability to actually share. 
Information is public and can be viewed by all, but 
issues of authorship and control mean that nothing 
but the technical matrix behind the internet is 
shared by the public.72 Without the ability to 
connect and share, it is impossible for people to 
empathize with one another: the lack of empathy 
makes arriving at agreement nearly impossible.

towardS coNNected public placeS
Up until this point in this research, the public 
sphere has been examined in its two types: Physical 
spaces and virtual spaces. However, the public 
sphere actually exists at the interface between 
these two typologies. Discourse, communication, 
and interaction around issues happens online; 
but coming together, empathizing, and resolving 
happens in physical spaces. What we need is a 
public sphere that leverages the vast quantities of 
online discourse, and brings it into public spaces. 
We need a set of physical public places that subvert 
the privatized behaviour caused through personal-
ized mobile networks. 
 In response to Latour and Arendt's notion 
of the public sphere, Frei and Bohlen propose a 
set of fictional spaces, where the public assemble 
around shared issues of concern. These issues 
surround public infrastructure, and suggest a set of 
intervening micropublics that might form around 
communal infrastructures such as zoos, schools, 
and water plants. Unlike using infrastructures as 
spaces for assembly, public space cannot just focus 
on single topics or areas, instead public spaces are 
dynamic in nature, and facilitate various forms of 
interaction (such as political debate, leisure, and 
entertainment).
 Mobile computing, its controlled mi-
cropublic networks, and policy and ownership 
changes have brought about a physical public 
sphere that lacks the agency and awareness to 

72 Marc Bohlen and Hans Frei, situated Technologies 6: 
Micropublicplaces, 24

allow people to unite around issues. Public Space 
in the personalized metropolis needs to be places 
where people of all backgrounds are welcomed. 
The spaces need to determine ways to bring people 
together so that they are not just in the presence of 
one another, but share agency and experiences in 
creating community. By coming together in public 
space, connecting and interacting with our neigh-
bours, we can reverse years of privatization, and 
create a healthy, active, and diverse public realm
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Spacebook 

                   Networked
                public placeS
The second part shifts focuses from investigating changes to the public 
sphere, to implementing design interventions into the personalized me-
tropolis. The following part of the book looks at possible sites to use 
for  interventions, as well as past projects that introduce the sense of 
place, interaction and discourse into the urban public realm. All of this 
manifests itself in a set of public space designs that look to address 
issues of publicness, locality, publicness, and connection.
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towards a 
Spacebook

Until now, this thesis has focused on the theoretical 
changes that mobile ICTs have caused to the North 
American metropolis. This chapter shifts focus, 
and moves towards establishing what is required for 
a public realm that is more responsive, accessible, 
and accepting towards mobile ICTs. The chapter 
determines a framework for designing public 
spaces in the personalized metropolis: identifying 
and analysing potential sites, looking at issues of 
identity and place, and identifying potential tools 
to help activate the public realm. Spacebook is a 
concept that aims to create a network of public 
places that, similarly to Facebook, contains active 
connection, interaction, communication, and 
discourse. 
 This chapter examines the interface 
between the network and public space; it posits 
that the interface contains the potential agency 
to address the needs of the public sphere. Private-
ly-Owned Public Spaces (POPS) are explored as a 
potential site; one that  desperately needs design 
interventions. Built projects are analysed to under-
stand how senses of identity and place in the past 
have been injected into the city., The projects are 
also analysed to understand the ways that people 
in the past have addressed the relationship between 
the public sphere and ICTs. The chapter attempts 
to build a catalogue of concepts to bring into a 
design.  
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fig.48  Map of van Eyck's Playground in Amsterdam. 
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4.1 
iNterfaceS aNd 
iNteNtioNS

Mobile ICTs and 
physical publics have 
largely been designed 
as separate entities. 
Sometimes, mobile 
ICT applications rely 
on the physical realm 
as a backdrop for in-
formation-based overlay, but access and experi-
ence remains individual and placeless. Spacebook 
is a series of interventions that investigate ways 
to maximize the communal interface between the 
physical public sphere and online controlled micro-
publics.
 The interface is commonly understood as 
the object, or moment, through which a human user 
and a computer communicate. More generally, the 
interface is the space of mediation shared between 
machines and humans—the point where abstract 
data is transformed into something comprehensi-
ble and tangible. As such, the interface is a point 
of enormous potential between the virtual realms 
of data-facilitated interaction, and physical public 

spaces; the interface is the space of discourse, and 
of agency or interaction.73 Spacebook proposes 
a series  of interfaces that create new relation-
ships between  the discourse of the network, and 
physical public space. In order to bring people and 
their opinions of difference together, Spacebook 
adds expression and agency back into public space.
 Since the ubiquity of mobile telephony in 
the early 2000s, many artists have been exploring 
the relationship between controlled micropub-
lics and the physical public realm. Many of these 
artists, such as Canadian-Mexican artists Rafael 
Lozano-Hemmer, explore ways to subvert the pri-

vatization of public 
behaviour. In his 
project, Make Out, 
L o z a n o - H e m m e r 
explores the relation-
ship between bodily 
presence and projected 
technologies. Set up as 
a series of interactive 
displays, the bodily 
presence of users ma-
nipulates recordings of 
thousands of couples 
beginning to kiss. The 
default state of couples 
kissing is statistically 

faithful to the percentage of videos online: fifty per 
cent woman-woman, thirty per cent man-man, and 
twenty per cent woman-man. The interface creates 
a relationship between the bodily presence of a 
user in space, with digital recordings and online 
data and statistics altering the consciousness of the 
viewer.74

 Other artists, such as Jason Lewis in 
CitySpeak, more directly attempt to tackle the 
relationship between controlled micropublics 

73 Andreas Broeckmann, "Public Sphere and Network 
Interaces", 380

74 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. "Make Out." Accessed 
November 25, 2015. http://www.lozano-hemmer.com/make_
out.php

fig.49 Cityspeak installation by Jason Lewis
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and physical public spaces. CitySpeak is a visual 
display project that allows SMS messages from 
participants to be projected onto a public screen. 
The newest messages appear largest, and in the 
foreground, while older messages scroll across 
the screen from left to right. CitySpeak plays with 
the idea of public and private. Typically, SMS is a 
user-to-user based medium, accessed through the 
private screen of users’ mobile computing devices. 
CitySpeak inverts this relationship by using SMS 
as a public medium, changing the access point of 
the messages to a communal one where users read, 
process, and debate the messages collectively.75 
 Although these projects are fascinating 
how they intersect both virtual and physical social 
spheres, their temporality and scale reduce their 
agency to change public behaviour. Spacebook 
mediate a larger network of interventions, creating 
a new collective identity and behaviour spread 

75 Liliana Bounegru, "Interactive Media Artworks  For 
Public Space: The pontential of art to influence consciousness 
and behaviour in relation to public spaces," 207-208

across the metropolis. Spacebook will also address 
different scales and typologies of behaviour, 
from one-on-one communication, to collective 
discourse, to event coordination. The public sphere 
is not set up to handle only one scale of interac-
tion —instead, it unfolds on a stage that accommo-
dates a variety of interactions, performances, and 
audiences. As a result, Spacebook is a cross-city 
network of interfaces, located and modified in a 
variety of networked sites. By creating a network 
of interfaces rather than a single one, Spacebook 
can become a distributed network of identity and 
interaction that is accessible to a greater portion of 
the population.

fig.50 Makeout Installation by Rafael Lazano-Hemmer
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4.2 
public place 
NetworkS

Spacebook creates a network of sites that forges 
identity throughout a city; Spacebook activates a 
series of under-utilized spaces spread across the 
city to form a single, networked site. By creating 
a set of standard components and design identity, 
small wasted spaces can transform into a cross-city 
network of identity, community, and interaction. 
An example of this concept is the playgrounds in 
Amsterdam designed by Aldo van Eyck.

precedeNt: aMSterdaM playgrouNdS
After the Second World War, Amsterdam’s Depart-
ment of Public Works looked to make use of the 
empty sites across Amsterdam. Many of these sites 
were results of devastation from the War: leftover 
spaces that were under-designed. People in the city 
centre (many of them mothers) complained that in 
the rebuilding of Amsterdam there were no sites for 
children to play.76 Aldo van Eyck was hired by the 
Department of Public Works to design a series of 
playgrounds in the city core. What transpired was 

76 Lefaivre, de Roode, Fuchs, and Stedelijk Museum 
Amsterdam (Netherlands). "The Playgrounds and the City," 61

one of the first place-making networked sites.
  Between 1947 and 1971 van Eyck designed 
an estimated 700-860 playgrounds in Amsterdam, 
forming a massive, citywide network of activity.77 
These places shaped an entire generation, and 
radically shifted the city’s approach to urbanism, 
turning on its head the top-down modernist 
approach of the time.78 

place Not Space
When he first started with the Department of 
Public works, van Eyck was thrust onto these play-
ground projects. The goal of his work was to take 
advantage of the empty public space within the 
city and create places for children to play. The city 
designated the sites, and Aldo van Eyck was given 
the task to transform each of the spaces into places 
of play.79 Van Eyck, rebelling against the idea of 
top-down authoritative systems, approached each 
site within the network as a series of constantly 
changing compositions that were formed out of a 
set of similar components.

77  Ibid, 25 

78  Ibid, 27 

79  Ibid, 85

fig.51 Map of playgrounds in Amsterdam.
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Despite their massive and fast growing quantity, 
van Eyck tried to avoid the mass production of the 
playgrounds,. Van Eyck attempted to standardized 
components but allowed himself to experiment and 
create evolving solutions. In creating a framework 
for his designs, van Eyck brought together play 
objects and spatial elements to create a group of 

constantly changing, site-specific compositions.80

80 Ibid, p70

fig.52 diagram of van eyck's design process
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fig.53 two playgrounds in amsterdam
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fig.54 Van Hogendorpplein, 1953
fig.55 typologies of Spaces playgrounds occupied
The spaces tended to emerge in the following typologies. van 
Eyck would respond to different site conditions in different 
ways.
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bouleVard

key characteriSticS:
median
long and narrow
open on all sides
Linear

courtyard

key characteriSticS:
Closed in

plaza

key characteriSticS:
Open
Surrounded by streets
Variety of shapes

park

key characteriSticS:
In existing public space
Existing softscape
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fig.56 types of components by van eyck 
By using a set of customized components, the playgrounds 
formed an identifiable network of public places. The compo-
nents were not simply placed, by modified and careful placed 
on site.
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fig.57

bouleVard

Somatraplantsoen, Indische Buurt, Amsterdam-Oost 1965,1966

Source: Image by Author
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fig.58

plaza

Jacop Thijsseplein, Amsterdam-Noord 
1949,1950

Source: Image by Author
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fig.59

courtyard

Dijkstraat, Amsterdam Centrum 
1954
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fig.60

park

Mendes da Costahof, Amsterdam 
Niewwest 1957,1960
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precedeNt: local code
As new tools are presented to planning and archi-
tecture via computation, the approach to urban 
development changes. Information for top-down 
planning is readily available, and the question 
then becomes about how to handle the knowledge. 
Nicholas de Monchaux uses GIS data from San 
Francisco to identify sites, problems, and solutions. 
De Monchaux identifies sites through understand-
ing the larger network of what are identified as 
“unaccepted streets.”81 hese streets are owned by, 
but not maintained by, the city. They come in a 
variety of typologies, but all share a common 
owner, creating a single, networked site.
 After the sites are selected, they are placed 
into a plug-in for Grasshopper, which extracts 
each of their geometries. Further GIS information 
is then overlaid to identify problems that exist over 
the network site. These issues create a framework 
for the ground-up interventions on each site. In the 
case of Local Code: San Francisco, overlaid maps 
of the sewer congestions zones revealed a need for 
upgrades to the storm water treatment system and 
improvements to the air quality throughout the 
networked sites.
 Two types of GIS information exist: Iden-
tifiers and Optimizers. The identifiers are used as 
overlays for the network site, and identify unifying 
issues that need to be addressed, such as the storm 
water issues in San Francisco. These issues can be 
financially quantifiable, or socially quantifiable. 
Optimizers are then overlaid on top of the individ-
ual site-parcels. These Optimizers are used to para-
metrically design the parcels so that they effectively 
address the overall network-site need.

81 Balmori, Groundwork : between landscape and Archi-
tecture, 194

fig.61 Paper Streets in San Francisco
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fig.62 Diagram of Local Code 'Machine'
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fig.63 Diagram of site construction
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coNcluSioN
By addressing a group of dispersed parcels of 
land as a single network site, one has the ability 
to shape the identity and spirit of an entire city. 
In Amsterdam, the playgrounds by van Eyck 
created an identity shared by a generation. In San 
Francisco, a city benefited from the intelligent op-
timization of program. Through the use of recog-
nizable components, repetition, and interaction, it 
is possible to turn wasted spaces of the city into 
vibrant places of play, identity, and community. By 
creating a networked site, spaces are accessible to 
a larger demographic of the city, affecting the day-
to-day lives of greater populations. There is an effi-
ciency in the design process. Sites can be optimized 
and created by a set of criteria or guidelines, elim-
inating redundancy, or—in van Eyck's case—can 
intentionally create redundancy as a technique to 
produce cross-city identity.

fig.64 Children playing on a van Eyck design playground in 
Amsterdam
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4.3 
popS Site aNalySiS 
aNd opportuNitieS
Public spaces within North American metropo-
lises are being privatized. What were once young, 
sprawling cities are growing up and are  quickly 
densifying their downtown cores. What once were 
parking lots are now condominium and commer-
cial towers. With the increased density, land is an 
increasingly valuable commodity. Municipalities 
can no longer afford to buy up large swaths land to 
make grand civic spaces; and when municipalities 
do buy the land, they have to rely on private donors 
(such as Chicago’s Millennium Park and New 
York’s Highline). Instead, many municipalities 
are looking at alternative ways to introduce public 
spaces into the dense urban fabric. With today’s 
neo-liberalized metropolis, cities are looking to the 
private sector to build public spaces. As mentioned 
in chapter one, these spaces bring issues of regu-
lation, accessibility, ownership, and private versus 
public interests. Many of these concerns align with 
the issues that have arisen from the introduction of 
ubiquitous mobile computing in the public sphere. 
The mobile computing makes Privately-Owned 
Public Spaces (POPS) in cities ideal sites to investi-
gate ways to counteract the segregation and privat-
ization of the (physical and virtual) public sphere.

eMergeNce of popS iN North aMerica
PPrivately-Owned Public Space networks have 
been around since 1961.  At this time, POPS were 
officially introduced in midtown Manhattan’s 1961 
Zoning resolution as a reaction to two famous 
midtown modernist plazas: the Lever House and 
the Seagram Building.82 Since this time, New York 
has seen a great number of POPS be created in 
exchange (mostly) for zoning incentives. Today, in 

82 Kayden, privately owned public space: The New York 
Experience, 9-11

New York City there are roughly 525 POPS spaces 
and this number continues to grow.
 Since the induction of POPS to New York 
City, other cities have followed suit, implementing 
POPS into the denser parts of their urban fabric. 
San Francisco, Seattle, and Toronto have all in-
troduced official Privately-Owned Public Space 
policies. Many cities also have an informal network 
of Privately Owned Public Spaces. In general, POPS 
are an incentive-based program for developers to 
create public space in exchange for variances on 
increased amounts of gross floor area. 

exiStiNg NetworkS
In North America, there are at least four cities with 
official Privately-Owned Public Space policies: New 
York, San Francisco, Seattle, and Toronto. New 
York's network is the largest and most diverse. In 
this section of the thesis, the four networks will 
be explored for size and spatial typologies, as well 
as interesting policy notes. The overall concept of 
Privately-Owned Public Space will be addressed in 
context of the previous spatial theories that have 
been established in this research.
 Toronto will be examined in further depth. 
Since Toronto is a fast growing metropolis, and 
POPS are a relatively new designation of space, it 
makes it an ideal prototype city.
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fig.65 Toronto.

fig.66 New York City

fig.67 San Francisco

fig.68 Seattle
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New york

First and largest POPS network in North America.83

Typologies:
Plaza    
Arcade    
Elevated Plaza   
Through Block Arcade  
Covered Pedestrian Space 
Open Air Concourse  
Urban Plaza   
Sidewalk Widening  
Residential Plaza  
Through Block Connection 
Through Block Galleria  3

83 Kayden, privately owned public space: The New York 
Experience, 48

SaN fraNciSco (popoS)

50 sf of commercial space = 1 sf of POPS

Typologies:
Plazas
Urban Parks
Greenhouses
Urban Gardens
View or Sun Terraces
Atriums
Indoor Parks
Snippets
Sitting areas in public walkways84 

84 "Secrets of San Francisco," Accessed November 
25,2015,ht tp: / /w w w.spur.o rg /publica t ions /spur- re -
port/2009-01-01/secrets-san-francisco

fig.69 New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Toronto POPS 
Networks
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Seattle

Typologies:
Plazas
Rooftops
Parks
Seating85 

85 "Seattle's Privately Owned Public Space," Accessed 
November 25, 2015, http://www.theurbanist.org/2014/05/09/
seattles-privately-owned-public-spaces/

toroNto

Typologies:
Courtyard
Plazas
Gardens
Walkways
Forecourts
Landscaped Setbacks
Interior Public Connections86

86 "Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible Spaces: Draft 
Design Guidelines" Last modified June 19, 2014. http://
www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/City%20Planning/
Urban%20Design/Files/pdf/P/POPS_guidelines_Final_140529.
pdf
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opportuNitieS
Although there are many issues with private 
ownership of public spaces, the spaces also 
represent a network with new potential. POPS 
represent a growing network of spaces with 
untapped potential. Most of these spaces are un-
derutilized, under-designed, and disconnected 
from the activities of the urban realm. POPS form 
a spatial network that lacks identity, and because 
of this, they represent an enormous opportunity 
for intervention.
 Although the private ownership is prob-
lematic, it also allows for new media-based pos-
sibilities. The private ownership leaves open many 
legal grey areas, especially when it comes to media 
and copyrights. People watching a movie in a POPS 
could be argued to be no different from a person 
watching a movie in their private residence with 
their friends (provided there is no profit made). 
Likewise, a similar idea with Netflix could happen, 
where media that is shared with and chosen by the 
users of the space, takes advantage of the shifting 
laws and regulations of the connected age. This 
use of POPS would be exploiting a legal grey area 
much in the way of AirBnB and Uber. Many other 
opportunities may exist if users are given more 
agency within the spaces. The following represent 
some of the key reasons why the POPS represent an 
intriguing opportunity for public-space design:

POPS are Privately-Owned
POPS have a new set of legal regulations—private 
ownership of public space is an idea that needs to 
be addressed.

POPS is a Distributed Network Across a City
These sites are not located in one spot, but represent 
a diverse network spread across a large swath of 
the cities.

Creation Follows Development (and therefore 
density)
This means that as the city grows up, the POPS 
network grows with it.

POPS are Diverse
There is not one type of space, which make the 
design potential limitless.

coNcerNS of priVatizatioN
A Privately-Owned Public Space seems to be an 
oxymoron, and in many cases these spaces do 
function as such. Each of these spaces struggles to 
deal with balancing Private versus Public interests. 
Since public space is supposed to act as a commu-
nicative device for society, while private space is 
supposed to serve the political, financial economic, 
and social interests of the owner, these are two 
conflicting ideologies.87 The conflict essentially rips 
POPS from the inside while it tries to manage the 
Private and Public in balance.  
 Stephen Carr, Mark Francis, Leanne G. 
Rivin and Andrew M. Stone state that “Public is 
the stage upon which the drama of communal life 
unfolds.”88 If you take this statement to be true,,al-
so consider that, in order for communal life to 
unfold, place must be freely accessible and shaped 
by its citizens. Thus, a controlling group of private 
owners diminishes this ideology.89 Municipalities 
and governments have tried to reduce the agency 
of the owners by imposing sets of regulations on 
hours, access, size, space, and design features. 
However, the space’s owners largely govern the 

overall regulation of the space.. This regulation has 
led to spaces that may be mostly occupied by the 
public, but are serving and protecting private inter-
ests.90 An example of this is an anecdote from time 
spent in a POPS in New York City:

87 Manuel Castells, "Urbanism in the Information Age," 
91 

88 Stephen Carr, , public space, 3

89 Anne Beamish, "The City in Cyberspace," 277

90 Kayden, privately own public space: The New York 
Experience, 65-77

the ageNcy of citizeNS to freely 
expreSS theMSelVeS iN aN opeN 
place iS coMpletely reMoVed 
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 It has been well documented on the Internet and in 
writings about the over-regulation of many public 
spaces (both privately-owned and not) in North 
American cities, and the strict type of behaviour 
that is tolerated in Privately-Owned Public Spaces, 
I decided to do a quick test to discover how quickly 

my (non-offensive) actions would be tolerated for.91

 I was aware that many of the interior 
POPS in New York, prefer users not to take 
photos. I walked into a POPS around 52nd and 5th 
avenue. It was a newly built interior atrium that 
had some benches and a few table to allow people 

91 Setha M Low,  "The Erosion of Public Space," 45

fig.70 Seagram Building and Plaza
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to eat their lunch, warm up or rest their feet. There 
is a Starbucks that exists on the eastern edge of 
the atrium. I decided that I would go in and take 
a few photos, and maybe record a short video of 
the space, to see just how regulated these spaces 
were. Before I even walked over to the side of the 
atrium I wanted to take a photo from, the security 
guards (there were two) had already gone over to a 
group of youths and asked them to stop sitting on 
the ground. I then took out my camera and went to 
take a photo, I managed to get two photos taken, 
before the security guard came up and told me they 
don’t permit photos to be taken here, and reminded 
me that it was private property.
 Although it was a friendly exchange, with 
little impact on my own day, other than providing 
me with an anecdote, there are several key things 
to note here. The first is that non-destructive, or 
illegal behaviour is being regulated;  the owners 
don’t want photos possibly for security reasons, 
and they don’t want people sitting on the floor. The 
way that the space is to be used is governed by the 
private interests of the owner. Users are not allowed 
to gather in large groups or perform public activ-
ities in the space. The users of the space are not 
treated as if they are in a public, instead they are 
being granted permission to be there, provided that 
their actions meet a prescribed code. The agency 
of citizens to freely express themselves in an open 
place is completely removed.92

92 Seth M. Low, "The Erosion of Public Space and the 
Public Realm: paranoia, surveillance and privatizatio in New 
York City," 44-47

fig.71A picture of the POPS from the anecdote. 
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toroNto popS
Toronto POPS are a network of underutilized 
spaces spread across the downtown core.  The 
POPS are also places of emerging growth. Due to 
the large number of condominium projects being 
built in Toronto’s downtown, the city’s POPS is 
a quickly expanding network,. Of the four cities 
with official POPS plans, Toronto is the fastest 
growing metro region.  Toronto is also the second 
largest metro region after New York. Because of 
Toronto’s rapid growth, strong economy, quickly 
growing (and poorly designed) POPS network, it is 
an ideal test site for Spacebook to create a proto-
typical network of public interfaces for the North 
American Metropolis. 
 TThe existing guidelines in Toronto are 
vague in terms of design, pleading for seating 
and greenery. The access and levels of control are 
grossly under-suggested. The typologies of POPS 
chose in the city lack diversity. As a prototype city, 
Toronto needs to implement a set of categorized 
design-guidelines: guidelines to forge an identity 
spread across multiple sites. Currently, the POPS 
in Toronto are identity-less, marked online by a 
poorly designed graphic sign. Without a clear set 
of design interventions, each space is left alone, 
confined  to its limited boarders. Since most of the 
sites are quite small, the spaces do not impact the 
urban fabric as they should.93

 Spacebook conceives POPS as a single, 
networked site; the sites creating places of identity 
across the city. This isn’t to say that all the sites 
would all be similar. The spaces would be designed 
to spread out programming and typologies, creating 
a democratically distributed amenity throughout 
the city. Spacebook also introduces a new set of 
policy guidelines for the implementation of Private-
ly-Owned Public Space networks,  assuring certain 
levels of Publicness and diversity in spatial typolo-
gies.

93 City of Toronto. "Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible 
Spaces: draft urban design guidlines."

fig.72 A Right, a series of snapshots from Toronto POPS.
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fig.73 Toronto Downtown POPS
fig.74 Right, Map of Toronto POPS
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1. 5233 Dundas St W - Walkway
2.  35 Fieldway Rd - Garden
3. 5055 Dundas St W  - Walkway
4. 700 Evans Avenue - Walkway
5. 2230 Lakeshore - Walkway
6. 2115-2139 Lakeshore Blvd West - Garden
7. 103 + 105 The Queensway - Garden
8. 2500 Bloor St W - Forecourt
9. 403 Keele St - Plaza
10. 800 Lansdown Ave - Walkway
11. 1100 King St W - Walkway
12. 38 Abell St - Walkway
13. 1155 Queen St W - Courtyard
14. 1001 Queen St W  - Walkway
15. 751 King St W  - Courtyard
16. 90 Stadium Rd  - Landscaped Setback
17. 21 Grand Magazine St  - Walkway
18. 600 Fleet St - Walkway
19. 24 Bathurst St  - Walkway
20. 450, 470 Lakeshore blvd W  - Walkway
1. 100 Fort York Blvd  - Walkway
22. 15 Fort York Blvd - Garden
23. 352 Front St W - Walkway
24. 320 Front St W - Plaza
25. 300 Front St W - Garden
26. 301 Front St W - Walkway
27. 16 York St - Courtyard
28. 30,33 Bay St, 60 Harbour St - Walkway
29. 25 Queen Quay E - Garden
30. 295 Adelaide St W -Plaza
31. 225 King St W - Plaza
32. 200 Wellington St W - Garden
33. RBC Centre, Ritz-Carlton - Walkway
34. 123 Front St W - Garden
35. 273,279 Dundas St W - Walkway
36. 200 King St W - Plaza
37. King St W - Plaza
38. 145 Queen St W - Plaza
39. 100-130 Adelaide St W - Plaza
40. 77 Adelaide St W - Courtyard
41.  70 York St - Walkway
42. 100 Wellington St W - Walkway
43. 79 Wellington St - Plaza
44. 77 King St W - Plaza
45. 55 King St W - Plaza
46. 220 Bay St - Walkway
47. 199 Bay St - Plaza
48. 40 King St W - Plaza

49. 33 Yonge St - Plaza
50. 2 Queen St E - Plaza
51. 532-570 Bay St - Walkway
52. 56 Queen St E - Walkway
53. 30 Mutal St, 88 Queen St E - Walkway
54. 108-118 George St - Walkway
55. 160 The Esplanade - Walkway
56. 406 Adelaide St E - Garden
57. 460 Adelaide St E - Garden
58. 260 King St E - Walkway
59. 832 Bay St - Landscaped Setback
60. 40 College St - Plaza
61. 444 Yonge St - Plaza
62. 21 Carlton St - Walkway
63. 50 St Joseph St - Garden
64. 1.3 Sultan St. - Walkway
65. 86-100 Bloor St W - Walkway
66. 1 Bedform Rd - Courtyard
67. 192-200 Bloor St W - Landscaped Setback
68. 55 Avenue Rd - Walkway
69. 41 Hazelton Ave - Walkway
70. 100 Yorkville, 95, 115-121 Scollard St - Walkway
71. 76 Davenport Rd. - Courtyard
72. Rose Garden - Garden
73. 1, 23 Bloor St  E - Landscaped Setbacks
74. 85 Bloor St E - Walkway
75. 120 Bloor St E - Garden
76. 200 Bloor St E - Garden
77. 160 Kendal Ave - Plaza
78. 129 St Clair Ave W - Courtyard
79. 1501 Yonge St,  25,27,29, Heath St - Garden
80. 137, 147 Merton St - Walkway
81. 1910 Yonge St - Forecourt
82. 2195 Yonge St - Courtyard
83. 2255 Yonge St - Plaza
84. 8 Eglinton Ave E - Plaza
85. 2300 Yonge St - Plaza
86. 725 Warden Ave - Walkway
87. 555 Finch Ave W - Walkway
88. 27-49 Bales Ave - Walkway
89. 4726-4750 Yonge St - Landscaped Setback
90. Hullmark Centre - Plaza
91. 5170 Yonge St - Garden
92. 5435 Younge St - Garden
93. 1,11 Town Centre Court - Garden
94. 61, 63-67 Town Centre - Walkway
95. 740 Progress Ave - Walkway
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future popS typologieS
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the range of 
spatial typologies found in POPS are diverse. The 
typologies range from sidewalk widening, to plazas, 
to rooftop patios. Each city has their own way of 
categorizing the different POPS. For example, New 
York has twelve specific categories, each with their 
own set of design guidelines and requirements; 
Toronto has seven typological categories. 
 Although each city has different POPS cat-
egories, and each network has some very unique 
spaces, there are a general set of typologies that 
exist amongst most cities. Across all four cities, the 
majority of POPS fit into the following seven typo-
logical categories.

courtyardS
Courtyards vary greatly in size and quality, but 
they are usually urban in nature and are more often 
exterior than interior. There are exceptions: in New 
York there are many interior, covered courtyards

plazaS
These open spaces sit in front of a building and 
are highly accessible. Plazas have one of the highest 
levels of publicness, goes hand-in-hand with their 
open nature.  Their publicness makes Plazas harder 
to regulate.

gardeNS
Gardens vary greatly in form, but are usually 
highly greenscaped.  Gardens are more for individ-
ual or small-group activities.

walkwayS
Walkways are exterior pedestrian routes that are 
highly accessible by the public. The walkways 
often come in the form of sidewalk widening.

forecourtS
Forecourts are landscaped open spaces that exist 
between a building entrance and a sidewalk. 

iNterior pedeStriaN coNNectioNS
Interior Pedestrian Connections are accessible 
interior space.  These connections are often in the 
form of an arcade, or through-connection.

laNdScaped SetbackS
ILandscaped setbacks are open space between a 
building and the public sidewalk.  The setbacks are 
characterized by hard or soft landscaping. Seating 
is often included.

Spacebook proposes the introduction of two new 
typologies in Toronto’s POPS network:

1. public terraceS
Public terraces are a common typology in New 
York and San Francisco. The typology creates a 
series of intimate alternative  spaces throughout 
the city.

2. iNterior  opeN SpaceS
Toronto does have a series of interior through con-
nections, but they are highly transient spaces. In 
cities with cold winters—or cities with high levels 
of precipitation—interior public spaces are very 
important. Toronto currently lacks these spaces, as 
do many other cities.

fig.75 Matrix of POPS Typologies. From Top Right: Courtyards, 
Plazas, Gardens, Walkways, Forecourts, Interior Pedestrian 
Connections, Landscaped Setbacks, Public Terraces, Interior 
Open Spaces.
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catalogue of aNalySiS
In order to gain better understanding of the 
diversity of spaces within the network, thirty-five 
POPS were analysed.. POPS were analysed based 
on census data, size, and landscaping conditions. 

Note: Any diagrams without a background image 
are future POPS that have been pre-approved. 
Sometimes size data has not been made available.

fig.76 POPS Analysis
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uSeS of popS
As demonstrated earlier, POPS come in a variety 
of spatial typologies. Each of these typologies 
bring with their own design characteristics and 
social atmospheres. Currently, the POPS network 
in Toronto is a series of under-designed spaces.  
The network is disconnected and without a col-
lective identity, keeping the POPS outside of the 
city’s collective conscious. In an attempt to create 
an identity and awareness of the sites, Toronto im-
plemented a standardized signage into the POPS 
design guidelines. The actual design guidelines 
for Toronto's POPS do not offer too much more in 
terms of identity-creating features. Beyond stating 
that there should be seating, the guidelines mostly 
suggest a limited and vague series of landscaping 
suggestions.94

 Since the design guidelines allow for me-
diocrity in design-implementation, and a lack of 
spatial identity, the POPS cannot be considered 
only by their spatial typology—it is also important 
to understand the spaces’ situation within the 
urban context. Through the study of the POPS, this 
research has suggested there are 3 main categories 
to Toronto's POPS: Transient spaces, Community 
Spaces, and Social Condensers.
 Transient spaces are largely walkways, 
landscaped setbacks, and mid-block connections. 
The majority of the users of these spaces passes 
through, but does not linger. Community spaces 
are slower-paced spaces: often gardens, parkettes 
and residential courtyards. These are spaces where 
people come together to connect, to linger, and to 
relax. Social Condensers are faster-paced urban 
zones. They have a higher volume of traffic, and 
have the ability to act as open civic spaces for large 
gatherings.

94 Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible Spaces: Draft 
Design Guidelines" Last modified June 19, 2014. http://
www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/City%20Planning/
Urban%20Design/Files/pdf/P/POPS_guidelines_Final_140529.
pdf

fig.77 POPS Use Categories
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uSe typologieS
These can then be categorized under 3 types of 
patterns of general use:

Transient
Walkways
Alleys
Sidewalks
Interior Walkways

Community
Residential neighbourhoods
Parkettes
Residential Plazas
Interior Plazas
Forecorts
Gardens

Social Condensers
Urban Plazas
Urban Parks
Interior Courtyard
Courtyards
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the Scale of opportuNity
Toronto POPS are a series of sites scattered across 
the city. When conceptualized as a single site, the 
POPS represent a thirty-acre opportunity. As a 
point of reference, Chicago’s Millenium Park is 
twenty-four acres.

fig.78 POPS Opportunities Map
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4.4 
coMpoNeNtS for 
a healthy public 
Sphere

Spacebook looks to create a set of public spaces 
that brings people together around issues and 
objects in the public realm. It allows a space for 
people to interact with each other socially, sharing 
in a common identity.  Spacebook is a place for 
people to assemble around their differences, rather 
than segregate because of them. Spacebook looks 
to propose a series of networked places that subvert 
the privatization of public space: creating spaces 
that are centres of interaction, discourse, and 
identity. In these networked places, citizens have 
increased agency to help construct the public spirit 
and identity of their city.  
 Architecture is the most public of all art 
forms, and ICTs are the most public of technolo-
gies. It is their commonality that suggests that the 
interfaces of these two fields could yield interest-
ing results in public spaces. As a series of spaces, 
Spacebook will look to achieve the following set of 
criteria.

briNg people together
The first step in subverting voluntary segregation 

and privatization is to simple bring people together: 
allow people of all different background and ideol-
ogies to share a public space. It means that these 
public spaces can't just form around issues and 
objects in the way of Latour, or how Frei and Bohlen 
suggest in their project  MicroPublicPlaces Public 
spaces are communicative devices of the city and 
part of that designation speaks to leisure, neigh-
bourhood and community.95 Although Spacebook 
may ultimately create a spatialized forum to locate 
public discourse, that discourse is not its only 
purpose; the first step is to provide places that fa-
cilitate people connecting with one another.

create a place Network
The creation of place networks can be traced back 
to van Eyck's playgrounds.  Van Eyck devised a 
systemic approach to design that created a series of 
sites spread across Amsterdam that were united by 
identity. Spacebook looks to do something similar: 
taking the fragmented, identity-less network of 
POPS and transforming it into a cohesive network 
of identity, interaction, and meaning.

actiVate both Virtual aNd phySical 
publicS
In this research, a lot has been discussed about the 
existence of online social networks, and their re-
lationship to the public sphere. The research has 
discussed how social medias exhibit extreme issues 
of control, ownership, and accessibility. However, 
the medias are generating a mass amount of public 
discourse—they are simultaneously expanding and 
eroding the public sphere.96

allow the digital to fill the phySical 
with iNforMatioN
As mentioned earlier in this research, a lot of 
discourse is generated online. This discourse 
happens in controlled micropublics. No matter 

95 Castells, "Urbanism in the Information Age," 86

96 Look at Chapter 1.1 for a more in-depth analysis of 
these conditions.
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how large the audience is that can access the piece 
of media, the experience of discussion cannot be 
shared between users. There is always an author or 
owner of the piece of media who act as regulator. 
Therefore, possession is not shared. What would 
happen if we took advantage of this discourse and 
brought it into the public realm?
 The physical realm of the city (and its asso-
ciated publics) has long been a source of informa-
tion for virtual networks. Networks such as Yelp 
rely on the physical realm to provide locations to 
rate; Facebook displays the events, connections, 
and business that take place everyday. How about 
if we invert this relationship? What would happen 
if  online discourse augmented and shaped our 
public spaces? 

giVe ageNcy to the uSerS
Giving agency to citizens makes people feel like the 
have a stake in public space—which is important, 
because,they do. Over-regulation and private 
ownership have reduced the agency of citizens 
in public space.97 Private ownership and event 
planning have turned citizens into the actors in 
public, not its producers and directors.
 Projects by the architect Usman Haque 
have experimented with this concept. In his in-
stallation DIY City 0.01a he allows the users to 
configure space by allowing them control of the 
location of pieces in the projected space.98 
 Other projects such as Estonoesunsolar 
which translates to "this is not an empty site," is 
an urban acupuncture project that workshops ways 
to allow citizens in Zaragoza, Spain to shape the 
city’s abandoned sites into public places.99 Other 
projects such as Place au Changement by Collectif 
Etc attempt a similar idea, but take it one step 
further, allowing the community to actually build 

97 For more indepth discussion surrounding this, please 
refer back to chapters 1.3 and 4.4,

98 Haque Design & Rearch."DIY City 2.0," Accessed 
November 25, 2015, http://www.haque.co.uk/diycity.php

99 http://www.pps.org/blog/not-empty-plot-finding-op-
portunity-emptiness-historical-city-zaragoza-2/

fig.79 top DIY CIty 0.01a by Usman Haque
fig.80 Middle Estonoesunsolar
fig.81 above Place Au Changement
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and assemble the site, creating a sense of personal 
connection to the people who will eventually 
become the users of the space.100

 Spacebook will create sites that subvert 
the trends towards regulation and privatization, 
allowing users to shape the public sites around 
them. 

allow a Space for people to aSSeMble 
arouNd aN iSSue.
Outside of institutions, it is hard to find spaces 
assemble physically around an issue. If people want 
to meet up, discuss, or debate a topic, they will have 
difficulty finding space to do so within a city. Some 
coffee shops might allow assembly, but the owner 
would need to give permission, and assembly would 
most likely be limited to those associated with ini-
tiator’s circle of friends. The personalized metrop-
olis is not a friendly place for people to assemble 
and discuss their opinions; but the public sphere's 
role is to provide a place for people of differences to 
come together. Spacebook will provide places for 
groups to come together and discuss issues outside 
of the control of private interests or the state. 

the Network aNd iNforMatioN 
iNfraStructure Need to be ViSible
Engineer's over the years have responded 
to Computer Scientist Weiser's  assertion in 
Desinging Calm Technology, that technology and 
the computer should be an invisible servant—
that information infrastructure should be moved 
into the background.101 This has led to an invis-
ibility in the processing of data and information 
in ICT networks, where no one knows what it is 
doing, which has led to an increasing amount of 
public outcry. Spacebook will look to visualize, 
or realise the information that exists in networks, 
and deliberately give users agency in the shaping 

100 Archdaily. "Place Au Changement Public Plaza / 
Collectif Etc. Accessed Novemeber 25, 2015, http://www.
archdaily.com/179874/place-au-changement-public-plaza-col-
lectif-etc

101 Frei and Böhlen, Micropublicplaces, 28

of the network. Spacebook accepts information 
as a cultural good, and not something that should 
invisibly be stripped and processed by private 
stakeholders.102

102 Ibid, 28

fig.82 Diagram representing the goals and ambitions of 
spacebook.
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Networked 
public 
places

Throughout the second part of this thesis, the 
promise of the design of a public place network 
has been referred to as Spacebook.  Spacebook 
proposes a set of public spaces in Toronto, Canada 
as a framework  for the development of Private-
ly-Owned Public Spaces in North American me-
tropolises. The following chapter proposes a set 
of new public space typologies that joins virtual 
networks with physical locations; this new 
typology will be referred to as Networked Public 
Places (NPPs). 
 NPPs are situated in a series of test sites, 
and explore different conditions for design, and 
possible typologies that will emerge from the 
existing spatial conditions of the POPS. The 
designs of these networks incorporate the six 
design ambitions outline in chapter 4.4: Activate 
both physical and virtual publics; bring people 
together in physical space; create a place network;  
give agency to citizens; allow information from 
digital forums to fill the physical realm; and create 
a space where people can assemble around an issue. 
The chapter suggests nine possible typologies that 
could emerge. Three typologies are then designed 
in more depth: the Networked Public Garden, the 
Networked Walkway, and the Networked Public 
Commons.
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5.1
Networked public 
placeS

Networked Public Places (NPPs) are a series of 
spaces in Toronto, Canada that are located in real 
and suggested new typologies of Privately-Owned 
Public Spaces (POPS). NPPs emphasize the use of 
public spaces as places for people of difference 
another to come together: in sites that are outside of 
the interest of the private domain. NPPs are spaces 
that use sentient technologies to reconfigure public 
space.  NPPs bring together aspects of the virtual 
network and physical space to foster interaction, 
connection, participation, and civic discourse.  
 Networked Public Places builds off of Frei 
and Bohlen’s Situated Technologies pamphlet titled 
MicroPublicPlaces that in turn draws on Latour’s 
Parliament of Things, a theory that suggests publics 
are formed around things—or objects. MicroPub-
licPlaces aim to localize global issues in assem-
blies that represent Arendt’s notion of the public 
sphere as a place where people of differences can 
come together.103 Frei and Bohlen propose a series 

103 Arendt's notion of the public sphere was introduced 
in Chapter 1.1. 
 

of mini-institutions that lie at the intersections 
of public interest.104 Each institution represents a 
different issue or resource, such as water treatment 
and consumption, which concern both a global and 
local audiences. To create an improved and more 
intelligent atmosphere, the institutions increase 
user activity and then assemble people around an 
issue. MicroPublicPlaces use systems of machine 
learning, data mining and predictive analytics to 
accomplish this goal.105

 As a starting point, Networked Public 
Places uses the MicroPublicPlaces idea that the 
combination of ICTs  and architecture can create 
typologies that can "facilitate new relationships 
among participants, new links between the local 
and the global, ... real and virtual resources, reality 
without speech and speech without reality... They 
are laboratories for experiments on the construc-
tion of public spirit rather than public department 
stores we know can be easily looted."106 NPPs are 
public spaces that lie at the intersection of individ-
ual and collective interests. 
  The Internet has created a new set of 
networked publics that can be viewed and known 
by all; however, only the technical platform behind 
the internet is shared by all.107 Kayzyz Varnelis asks 
at the end of Networked Publics whether network 
culture "plants the seeds of greater democratic 
participation and deliberation, or whether it will 
be used to mobilize already like-minded individu-
als[?]..."the inhabitants of our networked publics, 
can reach across our microclustered worlds to 
coalesce into a force capable of understanding the 
condition we are in and produce positive change, 
preserving what is good about network culture and 
changing what is bad—or whether we are doomed 
only to dissipate into the network."108 Networked 
Public Places looks to produce positive change and 

104 Bohlen and Frei, situated Technologies 6: Micropub-
licplaces, 17

105 Ibid, 32-45

106 Ibid, 18

107 Ibid, 24

108 Kazys Varnelis, Networked publics, 160
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ensure that people do not simply dissipate into the 
network.
 NPPs use sentient networked technologies 
to allow space-users to affect their surroundings; 
this affect produces a sense of user-agency in public 
space, and distributes the experience of creation 
amongst all participants. By sharing the space, and 
by giving agency to users, the NPPs subvert the 
voluntary segregation of society caused by subur-
banization and privatization.
 Networked Public Places are not intended 
to replace all public space in North America, nor 
should they be expected to change the contem-
porary use patterns of North American public 
spaces; instead, NPPs offer a network of imagined 
spaces that expand upon the relationship between 
networked publics and the city. Information and 
communication are understood as shared resources 
that are critical in forming a diverse, multicultural 
metropolis. 
 The technology implemented in Networked 
Public Places does not necessarily exist today, but 
it builds off of ideas of existing technologies, pro-
cessing, and machine learning. Unfortunately, the 
current state of machine learning is not of much 
use to architecture: up until recently they have 
mostly been conceptualized as distinctly separate 
fields. Systems and algorithms built for search 
engine optimization and robot artificial technolo-
gies are not prepared to deliver the social intelli-
gence and systemic diversity necessary for the types 
of systems that are being proposed. Instead, these 
designs look to propose ideas that ICT engineers 
and architects can develop together using a more 
holistic approach—hybridizing fields that have tra-
ditionally been kept too far apart. Sentient technol-
ogies and machine learning present an opportuni-
ty to unite virtual discourse and the public realm.  
These technologies envisage a new way for users to 
share opinions and ideas while connecting simulta-
neously to local and global discourse.
 NPPs experiment with the interface 
between physical and virtual publics. In different 
examples, users take passive (where the NPP makes 

the decision for them), or active (where they con-
tribute to the formation of the NPP) roles. Each 
of these experiments provokes a different type of 
experience for the user, creating diversity in the in-
teraction within the network. Although all NPPs 
incorporate some variety of virtual networks, they 
all have the ability to function and be used without 
being connected: an ability that  allows for dem-
ocratic accessibility. NPPs are designed to be ap-
proachable and accessible to all.
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5.2
Networked public 
placeS typologieS

Networked Public Places exist at a variety of scales 
and typologies, each encouraging a different scale 
and type of interaction. The NPPs comprise of a 
sentient and interactive network of spaces spread 
across the city. The NPPs are diverse in typology 
with each type attempting to address a different 
aspect and scale of interaction; identity; and 
discourse currently lacking in North American 
public spaces. The NPPS hope to create an engaged 
and diverse network.
 Each typology is situated in a test location; 
some are situated in existing POPS, and others are 
suggested typologies for cities that encourage the 
creation of POPS

fig.83 Map of POPS test sites.
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teSt SiteS for Networked public placeS
Nine test sites were chosen: one for each typology 
of space that exists within the POPS network, and 
two for the new proposed typologies. Sites are 
analysed within the network based on their sur-
roundings and user-typologies.

fig.84 Matrix of sites selected to test NPPs
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coMpoNeNtS of the NppS
The NPPs are formed by using a series of standard-
ized components. Building off of what was learned 
in the case study of van Eyck's playgrounds, an 
identifiable and semi-standardized set bring a col-
lective identity to a set of dispersed spaces.
 The components are set into two categories: 
Permanent—or fixed—components, and Imperma-
nent—or moveable—components. Activating both 
categories allows for a variety of spatial conditions 
and relations on sites. The permanent components 
are located in sites that are in less of a state of flux. 
These sites are not spaces that rely on multiplicity 
of program for activation. These spaces are either 
intimate spaces, such as community gardens and 
indoor spaces, or highly transient spaces, such as 
walkways and setbacks.
 What also emerge are different relations 
with the network. The permanent components 
look for ways that they can control and filter the 
network to encourage new relationships.  These 
components look to forge a new network of identity 
throughout the city. The impermanent components 
experiment with the idea that a network can give 
agency to users who are shaping their own public 
realm. The users control the network, and the 
network controls the public realm.

fig.85 Matrix of components that make up NPPs. NPPs are 
created through the integration of sites and components.

Source: Image by Author

coMpoNeNtS
+

NetworkS
+ 

popS Network (Site)
=

Networked public placeS
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Npp typologieS
The following set of NPPs are typologies that could 
emerge from inserting networked components into 
the spatial network of Toronto's POPS. Each one 
imagines a new relationship between networks and 
the spatial fabric of the city. It is an incomplete list, 
that offers a set of possible conditions for further 
exploration. It should be looked at as a beginning. 
The first three typologies will be developed in 
further detail.

1. Networked public gardeN
Small and intimate in scale, these spaces are about 
encouraging interaction between two people. 
These spaces are located in slower-paced and more 
intimate residential courtyards and gardens.

2. Networked public coMMoNS
These are located in large, open, civic spaces that 
thrive on flexibility. The associated network is 
equally flexible and allows users to program and 
manage the spaces themselves. 

3. Networked public walkway
The Networked Public Walkways are busy, 
transient spaces. These spaces use components to 
bring the invisible discourse happening online into 
the public realm.

4.Networked public foruM
The Forum is an extension of Habermas’ public 
sphere. The forums are urban spaces that encourage 
small groups to discuss matters in civic space. 

5. Networked public Stop
As users wait, the network engages them to share 
a piece of media that represents what they are 
thinking. These spaces are located in POPS that are 
by transit stops and cab stands.

6. Networked public terrace
Networked Public Terraces are the most intimate 
typology. Located within a building, the terraces 
form intimate spaces for community interaction. 

Networked Public Terraces create spaces where 
residents can assemble and discuss issues.

7. Networked public gallery
Located in interior connections, these spaces allow 
users to share interesting ideas and artwork with 
each other.

8. Networked public forecourt
Networked Public Forecourts are small spaces that 
exist as thresholds between the urban realm and 
private buildings. The network creates a forum 
of dialogue, allowing expression between the 
general public and the occupants of the building. 
Networked Public Forecourt acts as an interface 
between the two (public and building).

9. Networked public Market
The Networked Public Market is located in 
high-traffic, open, hardscaped spaces through the 
city. The market allows the public and small inde-
pendent businesses to connect with each other.

fig.86 Matrix of proposed NPPs, with the network and space 
brought together.

Source: Image by Author
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5.3
Networked public 
gardeN

The first typology of NPP that will explored is 
the Networked Public Garden (NPG). The sample 
NPG is situated in Toronto’s City Place, South of 
the Gardiner and West of Spadina, on Fort York 
Boulevard.  NPGs are located in more residen-
tial and mixed-use neighbourhoods. The goal of 
the NPG is simple: to connect people in physical 
space. A common criticism of City Place, and many 
emerging high-rise communities, is that they lack 
a diversity in typology, ownership, and program. 
The lack of architectural diversity creates a public 
realm that lacks activity, interaction, and life 
(personalized,, individual etc.). The lack of active 
street-life makes it difficult to meet your neigh-
bours and form a sense of community.
 The Networked Public Gardens aim to 
create intimate spaces that encourage meeting 
people one-on-one. NPGs are spaces of relaxa-
tion and socialization, in non-contested political 
zones. Nestled in between a set of high-rise resi-
dential towers, the ownership of the space is clear 
and the park serves as a community amenity for 
the local residents. With a combination of physical 
and sentient computational interventions, the NPG 
encourages one-on-one meetings and interactions. 
The NPG experiments with ways the users in the 
space take a passive role, but the space is still highly 

active in connection and discourse. The NPG has 
an app that allows users to grant the NPG access 
to their publicly accessible media networks, such as 
Soundcloud, Youtube, or Spotify.
 Users are invited into a configuration 
of fixed components that is easily accessible and 
very permeable for pedestrians. The space is 
comprised of a set of intimate seating pods as well 
as plantings. When users approach an empty bench 
to sit down, nothing happens. The bench simply 
acts as a space for an individual to sit. However, 
if the user approaches a pod that already contains 
another citizen, the pod begins to form a microcli-
mate, conditioning the temperature in the space to  
'room temperature.' In a city with harsh winters 
and hot and humid summers, the conditioning of 
space is a way for people to connect and share in 
a micro-condition. After some time, if the NPG 
doesn't sense any discourse or connection between 
the users, the NPG searches through the users’ 
public media networks (Youtube, Soundcloud, 
Facebook, Twitter) for audio links. When a con-
nection is found, the space begins to play the music, 
or podcast. The users then share an experience at 
that moment, as well as a common interest, which 
can allow for the beginning of a conversation. The 
interesting thing about the NPG's suggestions is 
that they are not necessarily biased towards likes, 
instead they are based on the existence of a link in 
the network. This link could be that one user has 
posted a song or video because the love it, while 
the other could have posted because they found the 
media to be offensive and deplorable.

 he NPG attempts to allow the users agency 
in the maintenance of their local environment. 
When the NPG senses discourse, it automatically 
waters, drains, and maintains the rooftop garden 
of that particular pod, giving users the ability to 
positively affect their environment.

fig.87 Diagram representing composition of the NPG.
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fig.88 Community scale axonometric of the NPG. The rep-
resentation is on a hot day. Users outside of the NPG are 
uncomfortably hot, as represented by their red colour. Users 
inside the interactive pods are cool and comfortable.
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1
fig.89 Npg use diagram stage 1
Users engage with the space. When 
two or more people come together in 
the benches. The benches warm up, 
or cool down. In Cities such as New 
York and Toronto, where winters are 
freezing, and Summer are hot and 
humid, conditioned outdoor spaces 
are very appealing.

By simply requiring too people to 
assemble around the Garden Bench 
in order to modify the microclimate, 
the space not only suggests physical 
connection, but requires it. The 
users are passive in their engage-
ment with the network.

2
fig.90 Npg use diagram stage 2
The Garden Benches are sentient to 
the invisible networks that are around 
them. They access public profiles 
from the controlled micropublics that 
surround them. The cloud portion of 
the NPG searches for music based 
media through networks such as 
Soundcloud, Youtube, or links to 
music that may have been posted to 
Twitter, or Facebook.
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3
fig.91 Npg use diagram stage 3
The NPG processes the music and 
tastes of two users. If there is not 
discourse happening in the site, 
the NPG quietly begins to play the 
song. The fact the two users enjoy 
the same music could spark conver-
sation.

This obviously isn’t a perfect system 
for finding a shared territory, but that 
is part of the beauty. Users may have 
posted memes, or links to the video 
while blasted it over social media, 
and this will allow the two users 
to engage and discuss the song or 
podcast and come together over their 
difference.

4
fig.92  Npg use diagram stage 4
The NPG also encourages user inter-
action and use by allowing the health 
of the garden to be determined by 
the users. As users discuss things 
in the are of the NPG, it waters (or 
allows the water to drain), ensuring 
the health of the rooftop garden.
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fig.93 Architecture scale axonometric of NPG
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fig.94 Axonometric of NPG systems
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fig.95 Perspective of NPG
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5.3
Networked public 
walkway (Npw)

NPWs are transient spaces interspersed around 
busy parts of the city. These zones are sometimes 
interior connections, widened sidewalks, or 
exterior pathways: each offering a slightly altered 
version of the typical sidewalk. These zones act 
as social condensers, where all users have equal 
rights to use the spaces. NPWs encourage spaces 
of collision, where not only people, but ideas and 
information overlap and collide.
 The test NPW is located in downtown 
Toronto, at 301 Front St. It is a connecting path 
that spans over the rail tracks. As one of the few 
(and most pleasant) paths across the rail tracks, 
it can be a place of very high volume pedestrian 
traffic. People move as a flow, often checking their 
mobile computing devices: accessing their person-
alized networks.
 The NPW tries to bring the individuals 
out of their personalized network, and bring their 
thoughts into the light of the public, forming a col-
lective memory. Geolocated technology searches 
common social media networks (Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram) for trending articles and comments. 

These local thoughts and media are displayed on 
urban screens. Users that pass by can comment 
and interact with these screens by either using 
“#NPW” or by communicating @NetworkedPub-
licWalkway.
 The NPW raises people’s awareness of 
issues and opinions at a local scale by activating in-
formation that is trending locally and allows local 
users to respond to their surroundings. However, 
the NPW also plays off of the idea that in contem-
porary society, people are global citizens—The 
NPW displays articles that are trending across the 
world, not just locally. Through this display, the 
NPW allows the local area to debate and critique 
global issues.
 The NPW has effects at two scales; it 
displays the collective consciousness of the users 
and allows each individual a voice. The NPW 
creates a new layer of social activity and awareness. 
The walkway allows for people of differences to 
collide, discuss, and provoke in a way that may 
generate unprecedented events, interaction, and 
awareness.

fig.96 Diagram representing the composition of the NPW
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fig.97 The NPW turns the experience of passing through, 
into an introduction into public discourse. Urban screen 
display the invisible discourse happening in controlled mi-
cropublic networks, and bring it into the public eye. Users 
can engage   with, and contribute to, the discourse through 
physical and virtual interaction.
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2
fig.98 Npw use diagram stage 2
Users can critique the messages that appear on the urban screens, subverting the privatization caused in behaviour by person 
mobile computing devices. They do this my using hashtags and tweeting at something.

1
fig.99 Npw use diagram stage 1
The Networked Public Walkway urban screens mine the data of networks. It sense and displays 'trending' media items based on 
sensory zones at three levels: Global, Country, and Local. The local scale actually is based on sensing and mining the networks of 
the transient occupants that pass through the space.
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3
fig.100 Npg use diagram stage 3
Users can click on users opinions to give them ‘likes’. The clicks make those opinions larger, bringing them to the forefront of the 
conversation.

4
fig.101 Npg use diagram stage 4
It allows the users an opportunity to come together over issues, ideas and concepts. People can assemble to discuss issues and 
attempt to come to a resolution. The screen acts as an interface for people to come together with people of different opinions  and 
backgrounds.
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fig.102 Architecture scale axonometric of NPW
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fig.103 Npw event Starting
The NPW brings attention to a breaking new story that 
begins to trend. Bringing awareness to the public passing by

Source: Image by Author
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fig.104 Npw event developing
Users comment on the media that are displayed. Publics 
begin to assemble around issues.

Source: Image by Author
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fig.105 Npw event commentary
As the public Assembles, they are able to form opions, and 
talk to their neighbours.
Source: Image by Author
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fig.106 Npw event assembly
For important issues, publics assemble in large groups 
around the urban screens, holding spontaneous discussions 
or protests.
Source: Image by Author
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5.4
Networked public 
coMMoNS (Npc)

The Commons is a  place in society where culutural 
and natural resources are accessible to all. The 
NPC looks to create a new typology of open civic 
forums in the Personalized Metropolis; it looks to 
create a space that is collectively shared and per-
sonalized. The NPC creates collectively personal-
ized space by replicating many aspects of social 
networks; however, it removes the network owner’s 
gates of control. . Instead of being controlled, the 
network is embedded with and collectively filled by 
the occupants of space. 
 The NPC is a large, open, civic space 
located on Adelaide Street, just west of Bay Street 
in Toronto’s financial district. The commons is a 
flexible civic space, used by citizens to engage in a 
variety of activities, such as issues of politics and 
protest, farmers markets, and performances. It is 
the openness and flexibility of plazas that have tra-
ditionally allow them to play such a crucial role 
in civic life; it isn’t necessarily the architecture or 
landscape of the spaces, but the events and pro-
gramming that activate civic plazas. Likewise, the 
NPC augments the flexible physical space with an 

equally flexible network. A network that allows 
events to be created, shared, and discussed within 
a broad community while also  allowing the users 
agency in the programming and configuration of 
their civic square. 
 The NPC is formed of a simple network 
of three parts: modular components, mobile 
computing, and distribution. The components are 
a simple set of multi-purpose seating modules that 
can be configured for small groups watching an 
event, a movie, a speech. The modules embrace 
multiple scales of interaction, allowing a small 
group of two to four people to sit facing multiple 
directions, or large groups of 100+ people to form 
a public around an event. 
 Based on needs, components can be re-
distributed across a network of sites,. The NPC is 
managed through an app and website that allows 
users to suggest and vote on programming, giving 
people agency in their public spaces. 

fig.107 Diagram representing the composition of the NPC
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fig.108 Axonometric of the NPC
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1
fig.109 Npc use diagram 
Stage 1
The user accessed the NPC 
through either a website or an 
app. The site gives the user 
the choice to either search 
for what is happening in local 
POPS, vote on an event, or 
suggest an activity for a POPS 
for a later time.

2
fig.110 Npc use diagram 
Stage 2
The user can choose from a 
series of events, and votes 
on things that might be of 
interest to him.
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3
fig.111 Npc use diagram Stage 
3
The user suggests an event 
for a pop, along with a time, 
location, theme and number 
of component pieces that the 
event would need.

4
fig.112 Npc use diagram 
Stage 4
If the event goes through, the 
website manages the compo-
nents that are needed, coor-
dinating the movement and 
shuffling on items between 
sites. 
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fig.113 Architecture scale axonometric of NPC
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fig.114 transformation of the Npc 1
The NPC redistributes components based on the demands 
on the public makes. 
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fig.115 transformation of the Npc 2
The NPC is an extremely flexible space that can transform 
its configuration for a variety of different events. The public 
has the power to transform the space.
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fig.116 transformation of the Npc 3 
Citizens can suggest organized games in the NPC as well, 
providing an open platform for participation.
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fig.117 transformation of the Npc 4
The NPC allows people to gather freely and discuss issues 
with other citizens. It provides a venue that is outside of the 
interests of the state and private institutions. The compo-
nents fade into the background, while events and civic life 
unfold. 
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5.6
coNcluSioN

The question Kazys Varnelis asks at the end of 
Networked Publics seems like an appropriate point 
of reflection. He asks, "whether network culture 
plants the seeds of greater democratic participation 
and deliberation, or whether it will only be used 
to mobilize already like-minded individuals?" This 
question remains open, but patterns of self-segrega-
tion have certainly been seen. Online social media 
platforms have proven to be incredible generators 
of communication, interaction, and discourse: it is 
their levels of control and access that keep them 
from shaping the collective public sphere. Instead, 
social medias create a new series of controlled dis-
cursive spaces—or controlled micropublics. 
 In the personalized metropolis, these 
spaces do not  connect directly enough with the 
physical public spaces of the city. Currently, the 
city feeds online networks with information in 
the forms of locations, events, and connections. 
The networked activity does not, however, feed 
back into the discourse  of the public spaces of 
streets, cafés, squares, and malls. Instead, our 
social networks give us a false sense of connectiv-
ity to public discourse. It allows us to express our 
opinion in a forum that we think of as public, but 

is actually comprised of our family, friends, and 
acquaintances. This discourse allows us to express 
ourselves in a situation where people are inclined to 
agree with, or at least ‘like’ what they read. These 
online forums are not allowing people to assemble 
around their differences; instead they are allowing 
people to control the audience that responds to 
their opinions.
 Varnelis suggests that, as inhabitants of 
our networked publics, it is our role to under-
stand the condition we are in so we can produce 
positive change. It is for us to determine what is 
good about networked culture, as well as what is 
bad: otherwise "we are doomed only to dissipate 
into the network."109 As designers, it is our role to 
be proactive in the analysis of and reaction to the 
contemporary condition of networked culture—we 
should be at the forefront of the discussion. Design 
has the agency to turn analysis and criticism into a 
new public sphere. A public sphere that is respon-
sive to contemporary conditions, and, rather than 
increased privatization and segregation, plants 
greater seeds of democratic participation and de-
liberation, As a reaction to Varnelis' previously 
mentioned provocation regarding inhabitants not 
dissipating into the network, but coming together 
and producing positive change, Spacebook 
proposed a set of Networked Public Places (NPPs). 
 The NPPs of Spacebook were never an 
attempt to definitively reconfigure the public spaces 
of the city. Instead, Spacebook was intended as a 
proposition to produce a dialogue on the ways 
that social networks and physical public spaces 
of cities can come together to produce exciting 
results. Spacebook outlined six critical criteria 
as conditions for design while considering public 
places in the personalized metropolis.  The spaces 
should activate both physical and virtual publics, 
bring people together, create a place network, give 
increased agency to their users, allow people to 
assemble around an issue, and allow the digital to 
fill the physical with information and discourse.  

109 Kazys Varnelis, Networked publics, 160
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Each of the different interventions were successful 
at addressing the various components required to 
create a public sphere that brings people of differ-
ence together.

Networked public gardeN (Npg)
There is something both deeply beautiful and 
troubling about the NPG. The conversion of 
network data, such as Soundcloud and Youtube 
clips to create a shared experience is an intrigu-
ing one. The space uses sentient technologies to 
allow strangers to come together as it creates a 
climatic and experiential condition only meaning-
fully understood by the specific strangers. As well 
as bringing people together, the NPG succeeds in 
allowing the digital networks to fill and shape the 
physical environment. The troubling part is the 
constant (and invisible) mining of data from the 
users’ networks. In this system, the users have no 
agency in what is selected—or even if something 
is selected—the network takes the driver’s seat.  
This discussion is important when designing using 
online networks: to what extent should the network 
make decisions? What is lost and what is gained by 
taking decision-making power away from the in-
dividual? In the case of the NPG, the provocation 
of spontaneous, shared experiences increases the 
space’s ability to bring people together; however, 
individual agency is sacrificed to the power of the 
machine.
 The NPG may be better suited as a 
temporary installation, rather than a permanent 
one. The constant networked connection may 
become tiring when all you want to do is sit and 
read a book in your local park. The NPG begs the 
question, how much connection, is too much con-
nection?

Networked public walkway (Npw)
The NPW is an experiment in how to bring the 
personalized access and discourse in controlled mi-
cropublic networks into public space.   The NPW 
is successful in converting the point of access for 
discourse from a private screen to a public one. 

Through this conversion, users gain the chance to 
build something collectively, and assemble with 
other citizens around an issue. However, questions 
of temporality remain: how long should comments 
and articles stay present? Another questions is 
whether the urban screen component is dynamic 
enough of a medium to facilitate public discourse. 
Typing-based interaction may lack the spontanei-
ty required to allow people to come to a collective 
resolution. 

Networked public coMMoNS (Npc)
The NPC has a different relationship with the 
network. The two previous typologies had the 
network embedded within components. The NPC, 
instead, uses the network to configure the com-
ponents themselves. The NPC gives an enormous 
amount of agency and power to citizens; it allows 
users to configure sites, suggest programming, and 
facilitate events. The NPC successfully subverts the 
over-regulation of public space, but allows citizens 
to collectively decide on how their public space 
should be used.
 The NPC also produces many questions. 
Through reliance on collective approval, is the 
sense of individual expression lost? Is the space 
now being collectively regulated to a point where 
spontaneity and dynamism is lost? If so, how do 
you regulate when programming can and can't 
happen, and does this form of regulation contra-
dict the agency the NPC previously claimed to 
encourage?
 Each of the three NPP typologies that were 
explored in depth certainly creates many new issues, 
but they also provide hope. The point of this thesis 
wasn't to conclusively determine what the public 
sphere requires, but rather to offer a set of compo-
nents that address issues that currently exist in the 
personalized metropolis. Spacebook: Networked 
Public Places in the Personalized Metropolis offers 
three ways to locate the network within physical 
public spaces of the city—Spacebook attempts to 
facilitate increased public discourse, interaction, 
and participation.
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